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reface

The i'urpose of this thesis is to synthesize, analyze, and
critically react to the 1nany :faceted educational philosophy o:f
Arthur E. Bestor, Jr.

He has presented hi:::; educational

sophy in two major books and several lesser articles.
philosophy,

though contiguous, is not cohesive.

philoHis

This paper will

coalesce his thought into a cohesive, cogent, whole, in order t
analyze and critically react to i t .
Althou.g;h he is a 11oted historian and scholar, Arthur
Bestor's publication of Educational "astelands in 1953 marked
his first attempt to deal with the philosophy of education.
This book gives evidence of both the more concre t<~ cvi den tia 1
realm of" history and the more speculative and abstract dimensior
of philosophy.

At times, however, the speculative and

t~e

evi-

dential become intertwined and the results arc less than clear.
The author of this thesis seeks to systematically outline the
basic premises of Bestor's educational philosophy and to clarif
certain aspects of it which seem diffuse.

This com;nentary will

involve a number of critical reactions by the author to Uestor'
views on educational theory and practice.
Bestor is a Hignificant figure in the recent history of
American education

becau~e

of his contribution to the climate
ii

of pcJuca tional criticism

durin~~

the early 1950' s.

It was

this

clim<'\te which led to a major rethinking of the purposes and
of American education.

strate~ie~

In his published worJ;s,

Bestor attempted to point out what he con.sidered to he errors
in our contemporary edacational system and to off'er a number of'
alternative

sug~estions.

The major task of this study is to

clarify Bestor's criticisms and to examine the alternatives
presented as means of accomplishing his goal of restoring
learning in the American school.
The author's approach to this study is based on the logical
processes of analysis and synthesi£ and on tlrn rather ,'ul:\jecttv('!

process oC critical reaction.
The author believes that Bestor has tried, but failed,
present his philosophy in a cohesively cogent system.

to

bes tor

often appears to draw conclusions from totally irrelevant
compiled evidence and uses overgeneralized implications.
The author's analysis will depend to a large extent on his
synthesis of" .Uestor's thesis.

However, where total understand-

ing is by virtue of the content impossible, specific points or
proposals will be considered.

This technique is defensible on

the basis of Bestor's followins statements:

Each proposal, it seems to me, must stand
on its o~n bottom. At the very least, the
burden of proof must rest upon those who
assert that a proposal which is patently
iii

ridiculous when it stands alone ceases to
1
be ~o when taken in conjunction with others.
Having synthesized Bestor's educational idea::;, analysis
will necessarily be a related but se1,arate part of this thesis.
Once analysis is completed, critical reactions rill be
presented.

2

~ducational

intt~gral

as an

reforms as presented will be dealt wit

part of Bes tor's philosophy only when he inc or-

porates them as such.

Often they are implied rather than

statcrl as specific proposals; these iroposals are included in
his philosophy implicitly as alternatives to extant educational
patterns.

In that context they will be left as implicit, and

commented upon only when those reforms are a crucial part of
the concept under discussion.
1

Arthur e. Bestor, The Restoration~f Learnins (New York:
Alfred Knopf Inc., 1956), P• xiv.
2 one's personal reactions, indeed one's perceptions of any
thing whether critical or not, are a re.sul t of hi.::> f.iercerJtual
scree,1 1 that is ~,i;::; background and bias.
Accordingly, an overview oC my background and uphringinl is in order:
I am the oCfspring of eastern European middle class Jewish
varentE.
Though my parents have not been fortunate enough to
attain high school educationb, they are extremely well read,
highly intelligent, and indeed intellectual.
Upon graduation from a large mid-western state university,
I taught eighth grade social-studies in a culturally deprived,
all Negro, inner-city school.
My formal training in educational
philosophy hns been overseen primarily by Drs. Bernard Mehl and
Gerald Gutek of Ohio State and Loyola Universities respectively,
both of whom I perceive as social and educational liberals.
My personal philosophy, or philosophies, of education, are
somewhat confused at this stage, but are prohably a combination
of Dewey'~ pra~matism and Stanley's reconstrvctionism.
I am
politically a .J.iberal, left-wing moderate is more accurate.
Socially I believe in the Judea-Christian tenet that all men ar
created equal and hence ought to have equality or opvortunity,
under the law, in the social strata, and up the educational
ladder.
iv

In terms oC other related studieti on Destor's educational
works,

tlH~

author could find no 1;ubli.shed commentaries in book

form which deal exclusively with his educational theory.

Nor

are there unr,ublished disserta tion.s, thcsc.8, or monographs which
deal with this matter.

v

INTRODUCTION
In attempting to comprehead an individual's philosophy, an
awarenesd of the determinants of that philosophy is imperative,
i.e.:

his background, biases, and beliefs.

These three pheno-

mana arc integral, causative agents in one's perceptual screen.
3ince one's philosophy is in part determined by his perceptual
screen, it is necessary to study the constiLuents of that
screen.
Bestor received bis secondary education at the Lincoln
liigh School of Columbia Teachers College.

rle accompljshed his

undergraduate and graduate work at Yale University where he
received his Uachelor of
~radua

~hilosophy

degree, majoring in English

ting with honors and being elec terl to Hti Beta Kar pa.

After holding the Douglas Blridge Fellowshir twice at Yale, he
received his Doctor of l'hilosophy in history in 1938.
doctoral dissertation was entitled "American 1halanxes:

Bes tor's
A Stud

of' Fourierist Socialism in the United States."3
Bestor held three fellowships in the period between the
granting of his degree and the

publishin~

of The Restoration 0£

3Marjoree Dent Candee, Ct1ri-ent Biography Yearbook

York:

H. ~~. Wilson Co., 19)8), p. 46.
1

(New

2

Learning in 1956, including a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Fellowship for research and writing (1953-1954).

He has served

on the faculties of Stanford University, Teachers College,
Coiumbia University, and the University of Illinois; ho is currently on the faculty of the University of hashington, Seattle.
ifo has held the Harold V. Harmsworth Chair in American History

at The Oxford University (1956) where he was awarded an honorar
Master of Arts degree by decree.

4

Besides havinf.!: authored the two polemical books under stud
in this thesis, Educational

~astelnnds

and The Restoration of

Learning in 1953 and 1956, respectively, Bestor has also writte
Chautauqua ~ublications (1934), David Jacks of Montorex (19~5),
Education and Reform at New Harmonx (19L18), Backwoods Utopias
{1950)

t

and Three }·residents and Their Letters (1955).

He has

also published extensively in scholarly journals including The
American Scholar, The New Republic, The Scienti:fic Monthly, and
r:

the American Association of University ~ro:fessors Bulletin.~

4

!.2.!.£., P• 40.

5Ibid. O:f Uestor's other works than the two under study
in this thesis only four are particularly relevant to education
~ducation and Reform at New Harmony is the edited and annotated
version of the correspondence of William Maclure and Madame Mari
Freta,!l;eot relative to social and educational events at New Harmony, Indiana during the Owenite experiment.
It was published
by the Indiana Historic .1 Society, Indianapolis, Indiana, in
1948. Backwoods Utopias is an examination of the Owenite socia
experiments.
Certain sections oC thi~ work contain comments on
corumunitarianism and the introduction oC ~estalozzian education
al theory into the Owenite experiment.
It was published by the

3
Hes tor is

•:~

m,~nber

of the Unitarian faith and a

democrat.

6

The democratic party is traditionally the more politically progressive and liberal of the two

existin~

parties.

The Uni taria1

'falth is generally considered most acceptable to many intellectual s because of its doctrine that reason shoul <~

int(~rprc

t

religious doctrine to guide one's moral conduct.
llaving described the background of De.star, ttlis introduction would be incomplete without an illumination of his biases,
beliefs, and the historical context in which his philosophical
writings appeared.
Bestor quite frankly states his own biases and belief's:
l consider myself f'ortunat(~ to have received
my high school training from 1921 to 192~ in
ono of the most progressive schools in the
country, the Lincoln School of Teachers Collego, Columbia Uni vcrsi ty ••• They, (the
faculty) knew that the advanced work of' the
secondary school must intermesh with the advanded works carried on by scholars and
scienti~ts.
Adequate preparation for college
was not a separate goal; i t was the natural

Uni vcrsi ty of f'ennsyl vania i-'ress, lhiladelphia, f'ennsyl vania,
in 1950.
Three l'residents an<J Their Letters is an annotated
version o:f selected correspondenc<o~ of' three presidents.
The
section on Thomas Jefferson was contributed by Destor.
Some of
this correspondence deals with Jefferson's views on education.
It was published by the Uni ven:>i ty o-f Illinois }'re.5~, Urhana,
Illinois, in 1955.
Chautaqua .i:ublications ir> au annotated
bibliographical pamphlet of the .ublications isaued by the
Chautauqua Society.
Ir ''as published by the Chantauqua Ires;;,
Chautauqua, New York, in 1934.

6

l..!=2.!.2.

consequence of a sound secondary-school
1,rogram based on the great intellectual
disciplines.7
It is interesting to note that though Bestor received an
admitleJly progressive education, his later work is devoted to

sharp criticism of" the progres-sive mcv >,:nent.

Lawrence Cremin

states:

Bestor pointedly attempted to distinguish
between the progressive education Dewey
espoused, and that he himself had received
at the Lincoln School, and the life adjustment program he so sharply criticized; but
there is no denying that his attack wa~
ultimately on the whole }Jrogressi ve ,;1ovement and the prof'ession that had come to
supp0rt it.8
Bestor is very explicit in his stated beliefs:
I am a Cirm believer in the principle of
universal, public democratic education •••
I believe that publicly financed education
f'rom the nursery school through the rd ghest levels of graduate and professional
instruction is essential to American democracy as we know and value it •••• In
extending educational opportunity, however,
we are honor bound not to lower its quality,
for if we do we are defrauding the common
man of the very intellectual and cultural
privileges we h~ve promised, at long last,
to open to him.~

York:

?Arthur E. Bestor, Jr., The Hestoration of Learning (New
Alfred Knopf, 1956), p. 3.

York:

8Lawrence T. Cremin,_ The Transformation of thE;,_ School (New
Vintage Uooks, l9bl), P• 345.

9Arthur llestor, The Restoration o"f' Learning, ..2.12.•
PI··

4-5.

£!.i•t

5
Uestor's philosophical criticism of American education
a.PI•t:arcd in the early and middle sections of the f'ifth decade
of this twentieth century.
its i,;ea k

somewhat earlier.

.t'rogressive education had reached
Lawrence

Cre~in

states in

Transformation of the Schools:
All evidence consi~ered, the progressive
education movement probably reached its
high-w::itar ;nark during the years i:n:nediately preceding World ~ar II •••• Within
the profession, progressive ideas enjoyed
widespread supµort •••• And a 1940 Gallup
poll revealed that the public, too, was
generally favorable to what was going on
in the schools •••• 10
As Cremin has said earlier, Uestor was reacting aguinst
progressivism as a whole as ''ell as "life-adjustment" programs,
which reached their height after the war.
thought, and

11~:.nce

11

Much of Bestor's

much of this ;;.aper, is (!evot(-'d to his reactior

against "progressivism" and ''life-adjustment."

Tlrnse piicnomeno

are di.:>cussed at great length throughout this paper.

It would

be beneficial at this point, however, to recall that progressivism grew out of the reaction against earlier formalism, and
".1 ife-adjustment" later develo1>ed as an adjunct

.sivism.

10
11

Cremin holds:

Lawrence T. Cremin, .2..1.:.•
See page

4,

footnote

8.

to progres-

6
In the life-adjustment movement, which
flourished in the late 1940 1 s and the
early 1950 1 s with the encouragement of
the United States Office of Bducation,
there occurred an effort to mobilize the
public secondary-school energies of the
country to gear the educational system
more closely to the needs of children who ~
1
were held in some sense to be unc~ucable. by the time of ilestor's critique of American education,

progressive education as a movement had already been weakened
by internal divisions between those who :favornd a

socially-

oriented emphasis and those who were more concerned with the
interests and needs of the individual child.

This internal

conflict and the searching re-examination of public education
after World War II eroded much of the optimism of the early
progressive educators.
tuals,

ont~

The dissatisfaction of the intollec-

of: whom was Bestor, contributed to the de1nise of'

progressive education as a particular movement.

However,

numerous pedagogical reforms inaugurated under the aus1dces of
such progressives as John Uewey,

~illiam

If. Kilpatrick, Boyd

Ho<le, and others t'ound their 1.·ay into the schools.
Frank Jennings, writing in The Saturday Review, states:
Tho intellectuals and the scholars, the
academicians who hod divorced themselves
from the c0ncerns of the schoolmarms when
education turned professional, now turned
vehemently upon "progressive education 11 as

12 Richard G. Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in American
~(New York: Vintage, 1962), I>• 343.

7
the primary cause of all our classroom ills.
The painfully remembered shortages of trained and trainable man11ower during the \\ar was
seen, they declared, again in embryo.
The
distressingly high percentages of illiterate
and "under-e r'uca ted 11 in the in due ti on centers ••ere building up again to the next
disgrace.13
Social i•henomena coucomi tant to the war more directly concerned with education brought
public view.

~·ost-~ar

American education into

According to Cremin:

There wnre, to begin, the prosaic .r1roblems
of buildings, budgets, and enrollments
created by the war:
few schools had boen
built since 1941; teachers had deserted the
profession in droves; inflation was rampant;
and the first of a f'lood of: "war babies 11
began to enter the elementary grades as early
as 1946. Then too, there were the multifarious difficulties associated with deepening
public concern ovftr communist expansion at
home and abroad.1 1
Bestor was not the first academician to criticize American
education.

Nor was he the first to criticize it so vehemently.

Merle Curti states:
At least as early as the 1930's Robert M.
Hutchins argued that the intellectual content of: the curriculum had boen dangerously
wa terf~ d down... )
l31''rank G. Jennings, "It Didn 1 t Start with Sputnik,"
Saturday Hevicw, Se11tember 16, 1967, PP• 77-79, 95-97.
lqL a\.;rence C' remin,
.
. t , p. 335 •
..2£• .£.!,._.
l5Merle Curti, The Social Ideas of American Educators (New
Jersey:
Littlefield-Adams, 1965), p. xxxviii.

8
Frank Jennings also states:
As early as 1947, Benjamin Fine, erlucator
turned education editor of the New York Times,
published a hook reporting: thnt Our Children
~re Cheated.
Its subtitle announced that
16
there was a ncrisis in American Education. 11
19~';3

which saw the publishing of" Bes tor's Educa-

~astelands,

was also graced with Albert Lynd's Quackery

The year

tional

in the 1-'ublic Schools, and l'aul Woodring' s Let's Talk .Sense
About our Schools.

All were vehemently critical of' progressive

education.
i-aul \•oodring's book, Let's Talk Sense About our Schools,
appeared the same year as Uestor's Bducational

~astelands.

Woodring agrees in kind, but not in degree with basic criticisms
~ut

~oodring's

forth by Bestor.

main point is the lack oC a

directing philosophy oC education for the public schools.

Both

lie and llestor suggest progressivism is not correctly oriented.

l\'oo<lring, however,

does not propose a philosophy of his own.

Bc6tor and koodring both disc11ss teacher training and teacher
training institutions.
while Bes tor devotes
~~-oodring

"-oodring devotes only a 1ew paragraphs

entir1.~

chaptnrs.

is much less dogmatic than Be.star, inrleed his

stated purpos<1 is much more gentle in scope and tone than is
fiestor's.

~oodring

states his purpose:

16~
.
•t
"rank J ennings,
.21?.• .£.!.__•

9
"This is not a book of answers but a book for
t: "' s i ' who seek to f'ind their own answers ••••
It ii.:; f'or those who can agree with the author
that dt·spi te al1 the currcn t dobn tf) there is
no real conflict of interests between the
teachers and thH parents.
That wh.ich appears
as coufljct is but the co.ufu::;ion which precedes decision .17
Quackery In The Public

Sch~

by Albert Lynd is a

contem-

porary of' Bestor's £ducational hastelunds in many respects.
Lynd attacks progressive education as vehemently, and dogmatically as does Bestor.

The points of criticism are very similar

since both attack teacher training and the basic progressive
philosophy.

Lynd also comments heavily on what Bestor termed

the "interlocking directorate of educationists,'' but calls prof'cssjonal educators "superpro:fcssional" and says further:
~uackery in the public schools is H•)t directly
related to any particular theory or technique
of educ a ti on; i t is a 11roduc t of' Educ a tional- B
1
ism i~sel:f as a self-aggrandizing enterprise.

Lynd attacks tho basic philosophy

or

progressive education

in two major chapters, one devoted to John Dewey, the other to
>d lJ iam Heard .til1,a trick.

Unlike Bes tor, L:. nd does not offer

hroad ret'orm proposals to educational

<~vils.

his main proposal

to 1 ure 1irospec ti ve teachers i.s to double their pay.

York:

Lynd'.s

l7~aul Woodring, Let's Talk Sense About our Schools (New
McGraw-Hill, 1953), p. vii.
18 Albert Lynd, Qu;:ickery in the Public School;;:; (Uos:,,n:

Little, Brown, and Company, 1953), P• 268.

10
comment on relative teacher intelligence
th1:

~ives

an indication of

egree to which he criticizes education in the early 1950's

Lynd says:
•••. it i& a sinq,le datum -- a brute ract -that organized ~ducationalism does not
aLtract, in comparison, with other professions, a higher proportjon of' i'irst-rate
minds.19
Of' the 1°recursors to bes tor's works Hobert i·;aynard
llutchins' 1'he ;Iigher Lnaruing in America was the most scholarly.
dutchins \¥as most bothered, as is Bestor, by the lack of' intcllectual disciplines in the curriculum.

They both oppose the

"rHsidual" or social serviC<'! f'unction o:f the school.

Their main area of agreement lies in the nrea of intellcctual disciplines as related to the school's purpose.

Best or

and Hutchins contend the school's purpose is to teach how to
think through the use of' intellectual disciplines.
~ays

Hutchins

in this regard:
If educ a ti on is rightly unders too(!, i t will
be understood as the cultivation of the

intellect. 20

It was Bes tor, ho1,;2ver, whose attacks

. .
21
heaviest impact on f·rogress1v1sm.

iv·~re

to exert the

Inceod, Cremin states,

19.!..2!2,.
20Robert M.

Hutchins, The Hi 1 lier Learninp. in America

University i'ress, 1936), P• 67.
21L awrenc e Crem1n,
.
.t ,
'.'J.:.. £.!._.

.. •

~1 ',....
0
:>

(Yale

11
"his writing;s constituted by "f<1r the most s€'rl.ous,
:ind influe1iLi<Ll

criticisms of progrossivr-

.
' ' fif't1.es.
.
.
1122
durJ.ng
the

22

Ibi· d.

t

p.

_,. .. 1

""''' "·! .

!-:~ducation

searching,
to appear

CHA.i:,TEH II

BES TOR t S FHILOS OPHY 01'' EDt:CATI ON

The £allowing paragraphs will brieCly state Arthur E.
Uestor's educational philosophy relative to:

the purposes of"

education, including democratic training and the function or the
school, and in tell ec tual (li!''. C" iplines including "f"acul ty
training" and "life adjustment

trainin~,

11

which are the major

areas of his thought under discussion in this thesis.
This SRction is intended as a reference to Destor's
thought and as an example of the order this author has made oC
that thought.

No attempt to trace Uestor•s evolving thought

processes, that is, his rationale or justifications, will be
offered (that being a major portion of this academic under2taking, ofCered in following chapters). ~
An. integr<,l part of any philosophy must certainly be the

philosopher's method of inquiry.

This is true since one's

approach is often a product of his philosophy as well as a
determiner of his philosophy.

A

2

discu~sion

uf Bcstor's method

3ln an attmn1Jt to avoid extensive 4uoting I ...-ill paraphrase heavily from the tKo primary sources most relied upon in
this paper, both authorc~ by Ur. Bestor, ~ducational Wastelands
and ~estoration of Learning.

12

13
thus becomes necessary because this will aid in understanding
the philosophy of which it is a part.
Jestor's method of inquiry is both critical ond

~hilosophic

The present volume (Restoration of' Learning)
should be read as an essay in the philosophy
of education.
It is a criticism or the
schoolti themselves only to the extent that
they are actually carrying into effect the
t~net~ of the anti-intellectual phil~so~hy
24
t<ia t i s currently preached by !'.:~dnca tI.onists.

He continues on the same page with the statement his work
is to be investigatory:

lt (Restoration o:f Learning) is a re~ort on
the product o:f these (public) schools, and
more particularly, an examination of the
educational hlue1;rin ts that lie behind both
25
the product and the school that turns it out.
The educational philosophy of' Arthur b.:. Uestor contends
that the purpose of' education, and the !'unction of the school

is to train young people how to think anrl that the only reliable
••ay to accomplish this il::l vi th thorough training. in the "in tel-

loctual disciplines."
He also contends that the maintenance of a democratic

ay

of life is dependent upon the constituent's ability to think anc
decide, hPnce education in the "intellectual disciplines" and

democracy are perfectly
24

com~atible.

lbid., p. G.
Fo.r full dev0lo1>ment. or Uds f;oint, see
Chapter--r:f;' "Intellectual lJi..>clplines. ''
2 51..!?.!.2 •

14
Liestor obviously agrees with Jcf:ferson's contention that an
educated constituency would ma!.<:e the wisest voting choico.
contention
that

or

knowled~c

His

compatibility follows logicnlly from the Fremise
of the intellectual 0isciplines gives one the

ability to think.

If democracy is dependent upon the elector-

ate's ability to think, hence choose,

th(~y

are compatible.

Continuing on the same trend of thought, Destor argues, if'
the school's function is

to tra.in young people ho>• to think, and

lience face or overcome adult problems,

of

~he

the many ancillary tasks

school ought to be taken over or accomplished by outside

a~encies

in society.

h'ri ting in I.he Higher Learnini.r in America,

Hobert Maynard Hutchins has the same idea.

He argues "that a

college or university should do nothing that another agency can
do as well."

26

lntellectual 1!isciplines, which bestor defines

a~

synony-

mous "';i th liberal educntion, nre the only disci;.1.lines which

comprise fundamental thought processes, and are therefore most
adaptable for use in teachin::; how to think.

l:lestor holds in

regard to the fundamental thought processes thusly:
An indispensible function of' education, at
every level, is to provi<lA sound training
in the fundamental ways of' thinkinf ro~re
sented by history, science, mathematics,

26 Hobert :•:. ifulchin.::;, The
Haven:

Yale Univ0rsity

Fres~,

i!igh1,n- Learninp: in America

1936), p. 70.

(New

15
literature, language, art, and the other disciplines evolved in the course of mankind's
long' quest :for usable knowledge,
cultural
t) _,
understanding, and intellectual power.~'
Arthur Bestor also suggests the intellectual disciplines can be
used to demonstrate different ways o:f thinking, and should be

the means to solving and analyzing adult life problems.

"Li:fe-

adjustment" or "vocational training" is thus :frivolous and waste
:ful since a plumber could solve a problem with thought

procl~sses

on intellectual disciplines.

based

The preceding paragraphs have avoided critical reactions
with the intent of concisely, cogently, synthesing Dr. Bestor's
basic tenets.

The following chapters will synthesize in detail

these relevant tenets and attempt to analyze them.

Of't<Hl the

writer's reactions will be incorporated into the analysis.

2

7Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, 2.1.:!.• ci.t., p.

7.

CHAlTJ.:;H III
PUR~OS~

Of EDUCATION

Bestor is uniquely specific and precise in expounding his
beliefs on the necessary relationship between liberal education,
i.e., educational training in the intellectual disciplines, and
democracy:
Education is vital to American democracy
for reasons that can be clearly specified.
In the first place, a Republican system 0£
government requires citizens who are highly literate, accurately informed, and
rigorously trained in the proceftses of
rational and critical thought. 2
Continuing in the same paragraph, Bestor, by implication,
seeks to establish the school's responsibility:

If' the schools fail to raise up a nation of
men and women equipped with these qualities
of' mind, then sel:f-government is in danger
of collapse through the sheer inability of
its electorate to grapple intelligently with
the complex problems in science• economics,
politics, and international relations which
constantly come up for public decision. 2 9

28.,ues t or, The Restoration of Learning, 2£• .£.ii•, P• 26.
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Bestor has idealizec democracy; not since the •.ireek city
statc~s

have

11

the complex problems" in "science," "economics, 11

or "international rcl::tions" come up for public decision.

Today

these complex problems are dealt with by executive order and

congrestiional resolution.

0nly very recently has any faint

glimmer of democratic participation taken form such as the Viet
Nam referendum of San Francisco, California.

Though this

phenomenon is as much a criticism of democracy as Bestor's
idealism, it is nevertheless the case.
Bestor seems convinced that modern life depends upon
intellectual skills, which the schools must teach, for our
society to remain intact.

The teaching, acquiring, learning

and use of intellectual disciplines and skills, a main theme
throughout, is for him of paramount importance in a democracy:
The economic, political, and spiritual health
of a democratic state depends upon how successf'ully its educational system keeps 1iace Ki th the
increasingly heavy intellectual demands of
modern life.
Our civilization requires of'
every man and woman a variety of complex skills
that rest upon sound knowledge of science, history, economics, philosophy, and other fundamen taJ disciplines •••• The student bound for
college must have them, of course.
But so must
the high school stuf'ent who does not intend to
enter college.30

30

Ibid., P• 27.
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Bnstor continually ignores throughout what has been termed
the "knowledge explosion."

That is the ever increasing and

comple:x store of data and :facts which has necessitated the
specialization and quantification of nearly every generHl field
of' knowledge.

Bes tor's assuming "every man and woman'' having

"a variety of' complex skills that rest upon sount'

knowled_ti::(~

of

science, history, economics, and philosophy" is to completely
disr~gard

the complexity of these areas due to the recent

"knowledge explosion."
Bestor's training apparently requires him to justify his
educational tenets on historical precedent.

In attempting to do

so hf-) continually re:fers to "our founding fathers."

He neglects

however, to make explicit whether he is referring to our political founders or our educational "founding :fathers," and he
apparently feels the distinction unnecessary because the si;1rle
"founding f'ather" he quotes directly is Jefferson, completely
ignoring .Mann and Barnard, undoubtedly feeling them inimical to
his argument.
Bestor apparently :finds Mann's theory of' property and its
relevance to education injurious to his purpose.

: lann did not

advocate education to teach how to think or to improve man's
rational nature.

Mann wrote in 1841, "education has a market

value. 1131

3lc remin,
.
Social

Idea~·.

of' American t!;ducators, p. 112.
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If Bestor cannot include Mann as a founding father,
ilarnard's utilitarian and practical purposes
certainly exclude him.

or

education must

The major reform he advocated was an

"increasing emphasis upon utilitarian disciplines in the curriculum. 11

He also believed "education was to serve the actual

needs of' the community." 32

An idea closely akin to the "life-

adjustmentn philosophy Bestor is so avidly against.
There are many reasons why Bes tor sh cul d include J e:ff'erson •

indeed, give him prominence, as a founding father.

Bestor co-

authored Three !"residents and Their Letters, in which he wrote
on Jefferson's correspondence.

familiar with Jefferson.

He is, therefore, obviously

More importantly, Jefferson's Bill of'

1779, his curriculum, and his deep belief that general educatio
would guarantee the democracy, make him especially attractive
to Bestor.

Jefferson's proposed legislation to the Virginia

House of' Burgesses for The More General Diffusion of Knowledre
in

1779 illustrates the point.

The bill provides f'or :free

schooling in the three R's :for three years, the best of these
students then went on in Latin, Greek, English grammar and
higher arithmetic, the best of those students then went on for
'?".J'.

four more years and :finally to the University of Virginia.~J

32 Ibid., p. 159.
33Adolpho .Mayer, An Educational History of the American
h~ople (New York:
McGraw-dill, 1967), p. 172.
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One can hardly f'ail to n•: te the similarity l::e twc}en J effE'rson 's
curriculum and Bcstor•s.
Bestor first defines his terms (the following quote), then
goes on to establish vrecedent:
ne must remember, at all times, that education is concerned with improvement.
It
undertak •.1s to change a man or a woman from
what he or she is to what he or she might be
and ought to be.
Educational volicy in a
democracy is directed toward raising the
intellectual stundarrls or the people, just
as economic policy is directed toward raising their standard of living.
~overty and
ignorance were the lot of the common man in
the past.
The eliminution, not the p(-?rpctuation, of poverty and ignorance is the
mission or dernocracy.34
He then quotes Jef'f'erson a.s a

":founding .father" in an

attempt to establish precet.font o:f intent f'or "intellectual
disciplines."
The founck•rs o:f our nation and of our school
system betrayed no confusion of pur~ose.
'If a nation expects to be ignorant and free',
wrote Thomas Jefferson, ' •••• it ex1ects what
never was and never will be.' Jefferson
intendHd his words to he tar-:en literally.
He
knew, moreover, what he meant by education.
It is f'irst of' all tl1e opi..osite of ignorancP.
Its positive raeaLiug is indicatf'd by the synonyms which Jeffer~rnn errtjJloys in hi.'.'> let tr rs.
The kind of schooling that .is vital to a democratic society is the kind th&t reflects in
the 'spread of information;' the kinds that
regard 1 science ••• more important in a republican. than in any other government;' the kind
34

~.

t

P•

90.
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that recogn.i zc.

that

t~ie

gen~:ral

mind must

be 'strengthened by education;' the kind
that aims to make the people 'enlightened'
and 'to inform their discretion.•35

Having quoted Je-ff'ersou, Bestor, in an illuminating
exam 1 . Je of drawing ill-:founde1i conclusions, concludc·s from
Jefferson's st<l

t.~ment

th~

folloving:

These are the ends which the school must
serve if a Cree ~eople is to remain free.
These, be it noted are intellectual ends.
Genuine t~dncation, in short, is intellectual training.36
In a

widely- abstract Sf.:n.-,e

Jef:f~~rson

meant "intellectual training" by the

could indeed have

'~ynonym.s,"

"s1Jread o:f

information," "di:f:fusion of' know.ledge." "enlightened."

But i t

is doubtful that he did indeed intend that mRaning which Bestor

presents.
To elaborate still :further on tlrn i i;,sue of' the iu tent

01

the "f'ounding :father&, 11 a sumn.ary o:f some nw..jor points concerning Ilorace :1<'1.nn, made by Merle Curti iu

hi~

book The Social

Ideas 0£ Americun Educators, ie particularly illuminating.

griwvances," tJiat furtlHH't

character training."

35 Bestor.

36!2.!.2·

Using

~~tional

"education was to take the form of'
phrenolo~y,

Mann sought to inculcat

Wastelands, op. cit-. })• 2.
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children .,,;it:1 tewpt•rance,
upri~;h

:fru~nlity,

benevo]ence, honiLsty,

tness, whil 2 curbing the tendencies to avarice, bel f -

. . t'ivenes:.;;. 37
es t ee1u, an d acqu1si

This is a f'ar cry -from

interpretation of the "foundi.ug

:father~>'"

of

and

th~

early ef.fort

i~or

!.~es

tor's

Ind cd much

intent.

the Arneric,':la cmrnnon scQool ·,ras tov;·ards

develo.tJing the guo,: Am0rica:1

~uHl

i .. still

nut towards intellectual excellence.

in~~

.lemocratic

In f'ac t,

tl~c

tory of America.u e due a ti on pre cc ding the com·non

virtue~,

en tire his-

~;chool

cnovemen t

was intended to instill certain virtuAs, generally religious

ones.
Hann and 3arnard, both considered fathers of the American
com.Hon school,

saw the common school •11ovement as

cate social and religious values.

-1ays to incul-

1

They also saw free public

schooling as ways to spread wealth and decrease class conscious
In short. Bestor's argument f'or intellectual

ness in America.

disciplines can only look to the La ti.n Gram nar
torical precedent.
however, bu c::iuse
by the

;: · ,,. 1)1 f'or hi '-

C:ven this concession is not totally valid,

the La tin ;:lrammar 3c'1ool ·.-a.s a

very we3lthy into a

s tep1>inp; stone

few select profeasions, mainly the

clergy.

oestor contonds the American educational syste.11 has :;everal

functions, among th>se he considers
be th2 teaci1lng of

York:

lhlW

~ost

important will obviousl

to think (intellectual disciplines are t

37Merle Curti, The Social Ideas of American Educator~ (New
Littlefield, Adams and Co., 1946).
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be the means), and very narrow social µurposes, excluding
meeting the needs of the child.
Bostor thus contends:

" •••• that schools exist to teach

something, and that this something is the power to think. 11 3

8

Bes tor suggests thinking is the act of ap1;lying one's intellcctual powers to the solution o:f a problem.

There are, according

to Bcstor, three major areas involved in thinking.

The first is

thorough command of the essential tools, i.e., reading.

The

second major area is dependent upon a store of reliable in:formation.

The third area presupposes long continued practice in

the systematic ways of thinking developed within the basic
fields of scholarly and scientific investigation.

takes

plac~

according to

Besto~ ~hen

the solution o:f a problem.
his original t(met.

Thinking

these areas culminate in

He apparently wants to equivocate

In the :following statement he proceeds to

change slightly rrom the purpose o:f teaching how to think, to
teaching or providing training in the intellectual disciplineH:
The purpose of' public school C!ducation today
is what it has always been:
to raise the
intellectual level oI' the American people as
a whole.39
And a,a;ain:

The disciplined mind is what education at
every level should strive to produce.qo

3 8 Bestor, i!:ducational hastelands, .Q.E• .£!.1•, p. 10.
39 Bestor, The Restoration of Learning:, .2.12• .£.!i•• P• 17.
40.!.!l!.9.·
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Bestor continually attempts to justify the f'undamental
intellectual disciplines as the primary material in the educative process.

Hence he continually justifies, all through his

work, here again, relative to the function of the school, the
use of intellectual disciplines:
A citizen today nee< 1 s

an education not a hearlful of helpful hints.
The problems of modern
life are so complicated that a vast fund of
knowledge and a developed skill in the use of
the intelleciral processes are required to
handle them. 1

He continues in the same vein, adding an attempt to establish
precedent:
The American public school was created to
build a new social order, a social order in
which intellectual training would be o:f:fpred
without discrimination to every citizen.~2
In concluding his argument on the :function of' the school,
Hestor :finally devolves into:

:first, the nation's dependence

on the school, and second, his own psycholos:ical interpretation
of' the school and the intellectual di;:;ciplines.

First, accord-

ing to the author:
The nation depends upon its schools and collages to furnish this intellectual training
to its citizens ns a whole.
Society has no
other institutions upon which it can rely in

41 Ibid., p. 57.
P•
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the matter.
If schools and colleges do not
emphasize rigorous intellectual training,
there will be none • 113
Second:
In a disordered world, the school can provide
the student with something he may find nowhere
else, a nucleus oC ordered thinking about which
can develo~ those intellectual powers that are
his only enduring safeguards against frustration and helplessness.44
Thus far Bestor's argument is dependent upon the popular
consensus of "intellectual disciplines" as absolute necessities

for the American democracy.

The following cha.1;,ter will discu s

intellec tnal disciplines at great len,gth; suf'f'ice it to say at
this time that the consensus Bestor assumes is non-existent.

lJestor, once having presented a positive hypothesis, suggests
a null hypothesis.

Once, stating what the school should do, as

a major tenet, he states whnt it should not do:
It is not the job -- i t cannot possibly b1::'!
the job -- of the school to meet the common
4
and the specific individual needs of youth. 5
Bestor takes this position in the belief that the school's
attempt to meet those af'orementioned needs can "wreck the
educational system. 1146

4 3Ibid., P• 28.
44!l?,!.g. t p. 135.
4 5Bebtor, Educational w'astelands, 2£• .£.!i•, P• 75.
4 6.!!?.!!! •
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education becomes completely enmeshed in
the petty, surf'ace details of a student's
everyday life, i t loses the op~ortunity of
equi p;dng him vi th the in tel 1 ec tual po'l>,ers
that lie beneath the surface. By frittering
time away upon the 'felt needs' of' adolescents, the school runs the risk of' leaving
its students helples~ in the presence of the
real 'real life' needs that will come later
and that will ~ut to test all the resourc~s
of a mature and disciplined intelligence.Lf7
i~hen

The previous quotes present and clarify bestor's ovposition
to the residual or lif'e adjustment function of the school.

The

residual theory of the function of the school maintains i t is
the function of the school to perform or supply those

~ocial

runctions or experiences not supplied by other social agencies
or institutions.
The life-adjustment movement grew out of an educational
conference in 1945 and was intended to meet the real-life felt
needs of' youth by providing training in vocations and present
social or personal problems.
these school functions.

48

Bestor strenuously opposes both

He contends the school is only one

institution oC society along with churches, hospitals, and certain governmental welI'are agencies.

The school has an educative

function in society and as such cannot possibly undertake any
function out of its realm of competence.

It is illogical for

the school to assume social functions other than those f'or

47 Ihid., P• 76.
48

!.!ll..2.•

t

PP. ll(>-118 •
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which it ;;-as intended. 49

Hes tor maintains further that the

:failure of othor agencies to perform their functions is porhaps
a national calamity, but no reason for the school to adopt new
f.'unc

tions.
Pro£esHor Bestor has rorgotten, as opposed to never

learned, a basic principle known to ev<:!ry successful teacher.
Unless very basic individual

an~

Sj·ecif'ic needs of' pupils are

met, even the simplest forms of learning cannot take place.

A

child cannot, or will not, learn if he is hungry, in pain, cold
or uncomfortable.

In certain ago groups, primarily adolescents,

basic questions relative to sex and maturity are basic concerns
and constant sources of inter-personal class discussion.
~bile

it is true that the school cannot fulfill every need

of the child, certain needs must be sublimated for learning to
take place.

If society cannot fill certain needs necessary

before learning can take place, it becomos mandatory for the
school to fill them in order to perform its primary function.

49Ib·
~-. p. 119.

CHAl'TER IV
INT~LLECTUAL

DISCI~LIN~S

It was stated earlier that Bestor's main thesi6 has been
that intollectual disciplines are uniquely capable of training
men and women to live and accomplish in a democratic society,
that secondly, the ability to think can only be taught by
intellectual disciplines, and thirdly, the maintenance of our
democratic ways

or

life depend upon our intellectual ability to

solve problems and think.

The £allowing section will explore

Bestor's tenets in several major areas

consistin~

of:

1) his

d1:f'ini ti on of intellectual disciplines, which he uses synonomously with the term liberal education; 2) his exp.lanation of
the function or purpose of intellectual disciplines; 3) his
theory of' the relationship bet.ween what he terms "lifeadjustment '' educ a ti on, vocational training, and intellectual

disciplines.
Des tor

gives a f'unction<:ll, pragmatic, und theoretical

definition to "intellectual disciplines."

These kinds of def'in-

itions allow him to defend his definitions in their various
realms:

28
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The ;.sreet intellectuC'1 disci1ilines are not
mere collections of facts and formulas, but
ways of t.h1nhJnt Kith organi~ed structures
of tl1eir own. 5{)
Bestor further contends that each discipline has ordered
relationships as wPll as mf:)thocis o.f investigation thclt are

employed within each of' the basic :fields of knowledge.

This is

similar to the theory o:f structure proposed by Jerome S. Bruner
in his work Thcl .Process of'

J~ducation.

Bestor's theory implies a unique contribution of thin.king
technique embodied in each discipline.

A technique or methodo-

logy which Bestor obviously feels is capable

o~

being understood

for future transfer by any individual.
Arthur Bestor, having laid the general foundations, pro-

ceeds to a functional de:finition equating "intellectual discipline.s" with power.

Liberal education, in other words, is essentially the communication o:f intellectual
power. 5l

Liestor continues at length to justi:fy this tenet and define what

he means by power.
The disciplines represent the various ways
man has discovered for achieving intellectual mastery and hence practical power

50

Bestor, The Restoration o:f Learning, 2.£•

51~.'

p.

35.

.£.ii.,

p. 8.
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over the various 1-'roblems that confront
him.5 2
He

maintain~

the

int~llcctual

disciplines arose and are

arising to meet ''man's imperious need f'or that wide ranging yet
accurate com.;_)rehension which means power, power over himself and
over all things else."53
Bestor seems to imply power for the sake of power is the
purpose of studying the intellectual disciplines.

He does not

suggest intellectual power to seek truth, to create the good
I i Cc,

or the good man.

His concept of power is totally outside

the usual realm of' purposes of education.
Before entering Bestor's theoretical
discussion o:f Uestor' s

.f:>l'"'~.

~efinition,

a brief

dent f'or discipline is presented

thusly:
The men who drai'ted our Constitution were
not trained for the tabk by 'Cield trips'
to the mayor's of:Lic e and the county jail.
They were endowed with the requisite for
founding a new nation by liberal education,
that is to say, by an education that was
general rather than speciCic, intellectual
rather than 'practical,' indirect rather
than (in the vocational dense) direct.54

5.3BebCor, l'he f<estoration of' Learning, .2.£•
541.
'
h~.S Lol'

t

.::ctucu ti onal n·as to lands, op •

.£.il• ,

.£.!.1•,
p.

p. 35.

6!£.
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Bester has neglected two salient facts.
fa the rs 11 had 11 t. -Cle cnoice in the type

01'

The "rounding

educ a ti on they

received; i t was either very little, as in Frankli1t's case, or

in the classical disciplines, as in Jefferson's.

For the most

part the men involved were tielf-educated or educated as lawyers.
Destor's sweeping statement regarding their education is, hence,
not totally accurate.

Bostor combines his connotations and his

bias in an attempt to theoretically define "intellectual disciplines."
Intel lee Llrnl training riny si~em a :fo·rmi. dable
phrase.
ilut i t mt"?ans 11othing mori~ th21n deliberate cultivt)tion of' ths· ability to think.
It implies no unnatural distinction between
the mind and th>": emotions, ror men cttn think

about emotional and aesthetic problems, and
can be taught to think mo~e clearly about
them.
It implies no op 1 osition to tho
thinkin~ proces;:; i tst"l r' and ratiorv:1li ty is
a constit1i.:w.t of every valid ethical systHm.
enters tlte clasotir~1orn and thtc: study
as i t enter~ all the chambers of life.
It
assumes .special f'o rm o..s in tell ·:_>c tual honesty
and as that species of affectivenes~ which
converts a merA taboo into an ethical imper<1 ti ve. 55

Mo:..~ali ty

Having µ;iven his interpretation of the complex meanings o:f
"intollectuul disciplines" he explains, but f'ails to validate,
the tenuous connection between "intellectual power" and f'reedom:
l t is not by accident that the fundamental
intellectual disciplines possess this
unique power of liberating men and keeping

55.!J?.i9.. ~

p.

28.
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them f'ree •••• The disciplines, after all, are
the methods men have perfected for
securing their freedom by bringing their
intellec~ual powers most effectively into
action.5
si~ply

And again:
••• liberal education is the education worthy
of a free man.
More than that, it is the
education by which a man achieves freedom ••••
To make himself truly free, a man must break
the intellectual chains that keep him a serf
by binding him to his narrow workarlay tasks,
by binding him to accept the ~uthority of
those pl~ced above him in matters temporal
and spiritual.
A liberal education Crees a
man by enlarging and disciplining his powers. 57
If

~·:e

conditionally grant that liheral education "enlarges

and di 1;ciplines powers," we must then logically say that

11

enlarg-

ing and disciplining" leads to intellectual freedom, and th0 t
intellectual .freedom hence leads to f'reedom.

By extrapolation,

implication, and analogy, Bestor's meaning becomes somewhat more
lucid.

He contends that an education in the intellectual disci-

plines will givo men the power to think.

This power will enable

them to "break the intellectual chains" which art' "binding him
to accept the authority of' those placed above him in matters
temporal and Sl>iri tual. 1158

56!ll!!•t p. 421.
57 Ibid., p. 38.

58 Ibid.

Thinking allows a man to choose
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alternative solutions to his problems.

One of those probloms

apparently is how to secure and maintain freedom.

ke cannot

avoid a long and tedious semantic argument on Bestor's use of
the term freedom.

He does not bother to narrow or qualify the

term, but since he cannot in any sense mean political or economic freedom, he can only mean intellectual freedom.

If by

freedom, Hestor means that intellectual freedom achieved by
"enlarging and disciplining powers," this possibility is
acceptable to the author.

The point, however, i.s a moot one at

best since "intellectual freedom" cannot exist without political
or economic freedom in which to operate.
Hestor has indirectly made a valid point.

\\here intellcc-

tual freedom abounds, political freedom, that is, the ability
to choose or have viable alternatives, is likely to follow.
seems

ap~arent

It

intellectual freedom could not exist in a total-

itarian state in which alternatives arrived at could not be
manifested or acted upon.

Accordin~

to

He~tor,

intellectual freedom is not merely logically

therefore,

makin~

a choice, a

necessary ingredient is being able to act on the choice made.
Bestor again attempts to justi:fy his "power" thesis, this
time incorporating an equivocation of the term discipline.
The sheer power of disciplined thought is
revealed in practically all the great intellectual and technological advances which
the human race has made.
The ability of'
the man of disciplined mind to direct this
power effectively u~on problems for which

he was not specifically trained is proved
by instance without number.59
That discipline, whether in thouf:ht or physical, is an
admirable characteristic, and even a characteristic
~or

neces~ary

intellectual thought, for the long and strenuous research

mandatory for scientific and technological advancement is conceded.

However, Be:::tor has equivocated training in intellectual

discipl.ines to be synonomous with the denotation o:f the word
discipline.

The great men of today responsible for tlle '-·\rrcat

"intellectual and technological advancements,

11

what Bestor has called "liberal education."

Their .fields are so

generally .l:lck

complex and so specific that there is little or no time for
diversification.

The fields

and chemistry are but

2

o~

medicine, psychology, physics,

few pertinant examples.

The schools, says Bestor, are "to teach how to think.

11

He

also maintains the intellectual disciplines are best suited to

curricula with that objective.

Although Bestor docs not

specifically state his theory or psychology of learning, he

obviously believes one learns automatically upon being given
the proper tools, i.e., intellectual disciplines.

Bestor has

often stated the purpose of the school is to t0ach how to think.
Therefore, if one learns anything in school, that one thing he
or she should have learned is how to think.

Bestor feels

59 Bestor, Educational hastelands, op. £.i1., p. 59.
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thinking will he the natural and automatic result of' training
in the intellectual disciplines, because they are structured
ways of thinking.
The following quote states Bestor's

vie~

of thinking.

Notice his lack of continuity in the final "culminating act of'
applying this aggregate."

IC one somehow fails to solve the

problem, apparently one has not been able to make the kind of
transfer Bestor suggests is automatic.
Now effective thinking, I would suggest,
involve6 at least four things.
In the first
plnce, it requires a thorough command of" the
essential intellectual tools •••• In the second
place, effective thinking depends upon a
store of' reliable in:formatl.on, "hich the mind
can draw upon •••• In tho third place, effective intellectual effort presupposes long
continued practice in the systematic ways of
thinking developed within the v,rious basic
fields of scholarly and scienti£ic investigation •••• Finally, but only finally, comes the
culminating act of applyin~ this aggregate of
intellectual powers to the solution of a problem.
In a sense, perhaps, this is the only
60
step which can properly be called thinking.
But Bestor is not content with jubt a mention of problem
solving, and carries it a bit f'urther, committing an error of
logic:
~onsider for a moment the process by which
a man actually solves a complicated problem ••••
The :first imperative step is analysis.
He
cannot solve the problem by simply wallowing

60

Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, 01>•

.£.!i•,

p. 60.
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in it.
ile must stand off f'rom it and separate
i t into its elements.
Having done so, he must
take inventory of his existing knowledge and
intellectual skills to determine whether these
will suffice to deal effectively with the
various constituent problems he has recognized
as crucia1.6l
Be.stor h<1s erred in making analysis the "first imperative
step" in problem solving.

The first step should be synthcsi::>

or, the definition of the problem.

Bestor has apparently pre-

suppose,_, this step by assumi.ng the "various constituent problems he has recognized as crucial," have indeed been recognized.

If they have not, which is often the case. the first necesHary
step is defining or outlining the problem, putting i t together,
synthesizing it, in order to analyze it.
Although the above point may seem trivial, it is not.

A

basic criticism of Bestor throughout this paper has heon what
was originally termed his "drawing conclusions :from widely
abstract implications as opposed to loi;ical thought proc(>..sses."
i\rthur Bes tor carries on hi:-; crusarle f'or

t1

intellectual

disciplin\Js 11 in t1H1 area of "vocational, 11 "life-adjustment," an
"pro:fes.sionul education."

He apparently feels "intellectual

disciplines" are the only valid basis for these three types of'
contemporary education.

He builds his argument by establishing

the relationship between occupation and disciplines, and then

61
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goes on to delineate his concept 0£ the necessary basis

~or

earning a livelihood.

To deny that liberal education in the basic
disciplines is a preparation for life is to
deny the testimony of those who hnvc accomplished the most in life, practical as well
as intellectual.
That liberal education
r.mst often be supplemented by specialized
f1rof'essi orn:..l training or vocational training
is obvious ••• But the notion that vocational
training can take the place of' thorough
~; tudy o:f the :fundamental intellectual disciplines as a preparation for successful accomplishment and for maturE~ citizenship is a
fallacy so thorou~~1ly exploded that anyone
who pro~ounds i t thereby confesses his invincible ignorance or human experience.b2
Professor Bester r'taintains his line of' thought on a parallel but slightly

difC~rent

course:

Society needs thoughtful

citi~ens

anrl culti-

vated mt:n-1, whethtH' by profession they be

butchers or television announcers or civil
engineers.
They ought to receive sound and
extensive education, rcgardles:::; of their 1irofession.
The point is that the schoolins;
which lldll m<lke ther-1 intelligent men is
liberal education, not cour;.:;f!J:$ in meathandl~ng o~ script-writing or strength of'
materials. 3

He f'inally ;nakes the relationship previously discussed as

firm as his evidence allows:

p.

82.

Throughout history these intellectual disciplines haV£) rightly been considered fundamental in education for practical lif'e and
£or citizenship, as well as in training for
the processions.
The modern world has made
them more vital than ever.
Every vocation
has grown more complicated.
The artisan o.f
an earlier century might make his way in the
world even though illiterate and all but
unlearned in elementary arithmetic.
Today
64
even the simplest trades require much more.
Bestor is quite correct in stating "even the simple.st
trades requj rt~ rnuch more," much more than basic li tcracy at any
rate.

!act is that trades today have become so complicated

1.,H~

that training in other than that trade is a detriment.
bile mechanic1::> will

::;e.cv~

a.s an example.

Autorno-

A rapid check of any

metropolita11 telephone directory will show automobile mechanics
divided into

a~

least the I'ullowing areas:

ignition service,

carburator repair,

transmisHion specialists, radio repair, diag-

nostic centers, springs and shock absorber repair or replacement, differential and rear end service, to name just one
trade.
Bes tor is not

.SCI

he must also create a

tification.

ti&:fied to create <:1 .t;osi ti ve hypotheses;
null hy1wthese.::> in juxtapo:si tion and jus-

First in juxtaposition:

Liberal

'~''.111cation

has always been conceived

This means that
it can properly include preparation :for the
making of a livelihood.
But education ceases
as u

64 Ibid.,
-
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to be liberal if i t is directed exclusively
to that end, because then i t ~roducos not
free citizeng but men enslaved by their
occupations. 5
Second in justirication:
Liberal education is designed to pruduco selfrel iance.
It expects a man or woman to UEe
his general intelligcncr to tiolvc particulnr
problems.
Vocatjonal and 'life-adjustment'
programA, on the other hand, brued servile
dependence.66
Having established ar1other tenet of his

philo~~ophy

Bestor draws

yet another di8tinction bPtween lihE>ral education and professional vocational training.

lfo quali.fies his discus::,ion in this

realm "-ith the modifiers, "true" and "genuine," and seems to
imply, erroneously, thot professional education is equal to, in
a strict sensr, vocational

training.

The ~oBt olvio~s diff'~rence between liberal
and professional or vocational education is
that the former (liberal) is concerned ~ith
fundamental knowledge whereas the lntter
(prorossionol and vocational) is concerned
with the application of knowledge to specific practical problems and specific occupations. 67
Bestor has

clas~ified

rrofe~2ion&J

a11d vocational education as

being "concerned with the ap1.licD.tion of' knowledge"

65Bestor, Educational \~astelands, ~·

ill.•,

to

p. 61.

661!?.!.£.' P• 6; •
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specifics.

It seems he would have heen on more valid grounds

had he qualified "knowledge" as to its type; did he intend us to
believe he i.;as talking about "fundamental 11 knowledge, "general"
knowledge, or "speci:fic" knowledge?

tli:::. ambiguity has destroye

whatever point he intended to make.
Bestor adds to the present con:fusion in this area hy an
a~parent

contradiction.

A contradiction, which, by its nature

and relevance to the preceding quote makes any comment I might
make unnecessary:
differentiates a profestiion from a
skilled occupation is the fact that the
former vresupposes and draws upon a vast
reservoir of organized knowledge, theoretical reasoning, and developed intellectual
power, which each member o( the profession
individually must command.68
~hat

The discussion of liberal-education versus vocational education
is significant because Dr. Bestor has made their contrast a

major part of his philosophy.

In questioning the value of

vocational education, Uestor is carrying on an argument in
existence at least since the Platonic age of ancient Greece.
This same discussion was the essence of' the controversy between
~lato

and the Sophists.

Plato and Bestor both hold if a man ha

a liberal education he will be able to

m~et

any task or problem.

Both men have assumed the ability to transfer concepts and
ideas are inherent.

68
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The logical conclusion is that i f a liberal education was
had by every man as Bestor suggests, every man could be and do
all things.

That proposition would seem to negate the necessit

ot: a medical, law, or mechanics school.

He attempts to firmly

establish liberal education as a b<'\sis for vocational study by
negating vocational study:
Liberal education differs from both professional and vocational education in treating
the student first of all as a member of the
human race rather than as a potential mgmber
of some particular profession or craft. 9
Bestor continues to negate, and by implication, contrast:
The shortcomings of a purely vocational
approach to education are easy to understand.
In any vocational school, including
a school thilt provides training in pedagogy,
students are rarely called upon to think of
knowledge as the fruit or original inquiry.
Knowledge is simply f'act, "subject matter,"
a body of' established data, stubborn, inert,
and unquestioned.
It is raw material fed in
from the outside to be worked up and packaged
for the ultimate consumer.
The important
thing• in a vocational school, is to learn
the techniques of processing and packaging,
while taking for granted that the raw material will always be forthcoming.70
Bestor's blanket statement

o~

tho vocational school's con-

cept is a bit naive, because it automatically eliminates all
prospects of material or product progress.

70lb"d
_!_•

t

p.

8 ...'>

.

If data were

"inert, stubborn, unquestioned," no progress could possibly be
made since progress rcsul ts from the op11osi te of' his concept.
Destor feels, however, that all is not lost if only his
criteria are used.

We can still produce intellectual graduates

of vocational schools if only we meet certain requirements.

I

do not mean to suggest that such graduates would not be a
desirable, even admirable objective.

I

do suggest, however,

that such a goal based upon Bestor•s rlefinitions would be a
practical impossibility.

Bestor makes his point as Collows:

What counts in making an intelligent and
reflective man is the effort he expends on
the generalized intellectual and cultural
disciplines.
A rough measure is the total
time he has spent in study, minus the time
that has been wasted on sheer trivialities. 71
Dr. Bestor rinally concedes a small point, but again, seems to
argue for a pararlox:

A man•s vocational or professional training
is neces6arily specialized.
The liberal
education upon which i t is based need not be,
but if it is, the specialization that ia
considered pa~t 0£ his liberal education can
70
only be in one of the intellectual disciplines. ~
It is difficult to comprehend the two points of view
expressed above.

In the first quote Bestor is suggesting a long

term basic intellectual program; it has been the writer's

P• 82.

P• 398.

contention throu!!;hout this chapter that currt:mt complexities
make this a practical impossibility.

In the second quote he

suggests a necessary specialization of liberal education.

The

writer contends that this is pC\radoxical; if a liberal education
is specialized, it therefore, by virtue of its de:finition, cannot

be liberal.

CHAPTER V

CUH!HCULUM

Part I:

Specific

~roposals

Bestor's ideas on the proper curriculum for education flow
logically from his purpose for education.

If education is to

train one to think, by training him thoroughly in the intellectual disciplines, tho intellectual disciplines must logically
con&titutc the curriculum.

In The Restoration of' Learning,

bes tor pro ,ioses the following curriculum:

five great areas,

~nglish,

Disciplined study in

mathematics, sciences, history and

systematic study of at least ono foreign language. 73
~rofessor

Bestor also delineates the emphasis and grade

placement for the study of these disciplines.

English should

begin, says Uestor, with the basics o'f reading and writing,

proceeding to a

'systematic' study of' grammar and continuing

with the rending and analysis of increasingly difficult
examples of literature and including incessant practice in
writing.

Ma theina tics was to commence with the simple proces::.1

7 3 The author has paraphrased in an effort to maintain
clarity from The Restoration of Learning, O,L,I• £ii•, pp. 49-51.
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of counting, and proceed through the ensuing years to the
abstract reasoning represented by algebra, geometry, anct where
possible, calculus.

Sciences are to be studied at Cirst rather

diffusely, then as organized into the systematic branches of
biology, chemistry, and physics.

History is, according to

Bestor, to be studied continuously beginning with scattered
narratives, but continuing into methodical study of its grent
cl1ronological and geographical divisions, and especially of the
political and constitutional aspects.

To complete his curricu-

lum, Bestor suggests at least one f'oreign language begun early
enough to ensure real mastery before the end of secondary
schooling.
Bestor, having outlined his c;1rricuLrn, divides i t amon,g a
typical six, three, three plan:

7 - 9, Sr. High 10 - 12).

(Elementary l

- 6, Jr. High

The elementary school is charged with

endowing the three basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic.

The Junior High School is to mark the beginning of

organized methndical study and to instill, by the time the
student leav.:· , the ability to pursue a subject methodically anc
to use abstract reasoning.

The tvork in the Senior Hig;h School

is designed to build a sound and extensive foundation

or

know-

ledge and intellectual power in the five great areas already
specified.

\\here time permits in the high school one may com-

mence work normally started in college, such as economics.
regular series of electives in muMic and art, as Kell as

A
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continuing works in 11hysical erlucation, is of' coursH accepted as
part of the standard program.

There is a place for purely voca-

tiona1 work, pre:ferably without acn demic crodi t. 7li
Hestor very clearly lays the groundwork for his future
arguments in a cursory rationale for his curriculum:
Certain intellectual disci~lines are fundamental in the public school curriculum because
they are fundamental in modern life • •
Science, mathematics, history, English, and
Coroign languages are essentials of the secondary-school curriculum b~1causc contemporary
intellectual life has been built upon a :foundation of these particular disciplines.75
Af't~!r

presenting his curriculum in some detail Bestor

seeks to jistif'y the program:

Science is clearly one of mankind's central
interests today, even more than in the 19~
century.
MuthAmatics underlies not only
science but also the increasing host of
other modern activities that make use of
quantitative data.
History is a discipline
peculi~rly relevant to a changing world,
for the nature of change is one of its primary concerns. Moreover, most of the world
problems we have to face can he understood
only in terms of' their historical matrix.
Command of his own language and its literature is one of the indisputable marks of the
educated man.
And among nations that must
hang together if they are not to hang

75!..21.£.., P• 4o.

sepnrately, knowledge of more than a single
language is prereggisite to really effective citizenship.7
Bestor feels very strongly that the curriculum ought,
indeed must. be protected, and hence has provosed legislation t
safeguard it.

He contends a law is necessary because:

Most school ]<iws were drafted at a time when
it was taken for granted that the fundamental
intellectual disciplines would be the central
core of all school instruction.
It seemed
unnecessary to enact the obvious, hence the
clauses of the law pertaining to the curriculum were usually brief' and general.77
Bt~stor

oresented his curriculum proposal to the Illinois

General A.s<embly in kecpi.ng with his stated belief's.

It is his

most specific declaration of what the proper curriculum should
consist.

The proposal, in cffoct, is Destor's statement to

formally legAlize his educational philosophy.

One can hardly

ignore that though he allows f'or vocational training it is to b

of' minor, almost

insi~nif'icant,

importance.

That Cact is con-

sistant with his desire to instill intellectual discipline as
the heart of' education.
His legislative proposal, suggested to the Commission to

~roblems

Study School

of

t~e

State of' lllinois.7 8 is presented

below as Bestor's definitive statement.

76
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77 Bes tor, Educll tional ~•as telands, 2.£. £il. , p. 128.

78!!l.!.2,., P• 267.

Sver y- :3choul cs ta bl i shed under this .11c t
shall provide instruction, at the appropriate
levels, in rec.iding, tiri ting, spelling, grammar, and k,;nglish composition; in arithmetic,

algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and such
higher branches oC mathematics as shall be
fe.udbl3; in English and American literature,
classical and modern; in at least two foreign
languages (with at least two years of work to
be offered in each); in the natural sciences
of' physics, chemistry, and biology; in the
history of' the United States, of Kurope from
antiquity to the present, and 01~ the modGrn
~orld; in the principles or representative,
constitutional government; in the fine arts,
including music; in }Jhysic.;11 education; in
industri~l arts or agriculture; and in such
ot;,er branched as t~1e school board or the
voters o:f the district at the annual election
of school board menbers may prescribe; provided that such additional subjects shall not
be introdt,teed unles~ Hie instr1ction in the
branches prescribed in this section shall be
J0cmed adequate; and provided, further, that
such additional subjects shall not re~lace
those prescribed in this section.79

Part II:

Curriculum for the Slow Learner

A modern educator can scarcely be unaware of the particular problems involved in educating the large iroup
referred to

.l.S

or

stud~nts

"sloi,,, learners,'' ''culturally ce_pr i va d, 11 or more

recently in vogue ncul·turally disadvantaged."

The problems pre

sented by this group of students are not recent, though new
emphasis has recently been placed on them.

Bestor devotes much

discussion to the problem of "slow learners" in and f"or the
modern education3l system.

He bases his philosophy on three

premises; the first is the ever present tleccsaity for intellectual disciplines, the second is that "slow
but at a

slowc~r

learru~rs"

can lenrn,

rate than normal, ancl the third i o t!ia t

school must be grouped and graded homogenously.

the

Bes tor holds

intellectuul disciplines should be taught to the slow learner
in order to give him the same intelloctu&l
individual.

Regarding the second

premis~

~ower

as any other

he maintains that

tests show $low learner& are capable of learning.

Low intelli-

gence quotients or cultural deprivation does not mean one is
incapable of learning.
rapidly than normal.
of the first two.

l'hey simply mean one learns less
The third premise is the natural result

If Bestor's suggestion

~or

teaching slow

learners intellectual disciplines is instituted, it is only
logical to group these slow learners

~omogenously

~o

as not to

retard the laarning pace of uverage le<lrners.
Destor introduces his discussion on the slow learner by
stating the i-•roblem at hand and again attemf•ting to establish
the need and

pl~ce

of intellectual

discipline~.

The downward shi:ft in average or 1M~dian intellectual capacity calls for thoughtful action,
not hysteria.
Our job is to apply the pedagogical skills we have developed particularly in
the realm of re~edial inatructlon.
~e illUst
have the courage to reconstruct the grade sys:..
t\~,u of' our schools if n~cessary, so thu t
the
fundamental disciplines can be taught to all
students, eacft b~ing allowed to proc~ed Ht
ht.s own pace. 0

Bo
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Bestor continues his original line of thought:
If a man does not believe that thorough intellectual training is valuable a11d a1;1iropriate Cor every citizen, then he ought not
to masquarade as a democratic cducntor, I'or
he is in e:ffect admitting that the opponents
of democracy were right when they said that
the masses of' men wern uneducable in the
ordinary sense nf the word and ought only to
be 'adjusted' to the milJ()less kind of' li:fe
they were bound to lead.ul
Bestor has taken a rather polemical position in the foregoing
He seems to be taking a "f'or me or

qaote.

a.~ainst

me" stand.

4hat he has apparently :failed to realize is that there are many
kinds of education suitable in and for a democracy.

He also

fails to realize that one kind of education, i.e., intellectual
disciplines, would disregard freedom of' choice, a necessary
ingredient for democracy.
fhe point Bestor makes seems to be a basic tenet of current learning theory.

He is saying that if we are going to

give fundamental intellectual training to every student we must
take cognizance of' the varying abilities of these students.
~e

82

must, in short, go to the ability level of each student and

work upward from there.
In order to establish his second premise and justify intellectual disciplines for the slow learner Bestor clarifies
81

-
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some points on the use of intelligence tests.

Although the

following quotes do not mention the test used, Bestor has previously made clear it is the form of the Stanford-Binet
test developed in 1939·

I.~.

Bestor's premise is one which can

hardly be disagreed with in light of current :findings.

He con-

tends it is a grave error to confuse and equate lack of intellectual and cultural background wit11 the absence of inate mental ability. 83
intelli.'Z;'~ncc

\:.l

test ·1o;;s not

di.~tinguish

between individuals on a~y other jasis than
their intellectual maturity relative to
their chronological age.
To read into an
intclli,c,.mce test any qualitative

broader than

thi~

nHla~1i11g;

is to go beyond the evi-

rience and to :nL3r:~prt~s-n1t i t in i1 da;.1g<)roualy
.ni sleadin,g :fashion.
To say that a gi vcn

child (unless mentally defective in a pathological degree) can nevdr handle abstractions
of a

c~rtain

sort or can ncv:1r

co:npr.)'1,~n

1

a

subject that is normally covered in a school
program

L~

:'\

vicio~l:~

;1nd

ii~r'.~?SlY~:i::.;i.'!.Jlc

version of psychological findi ~u.ti4
Ues tor'

:3

m<1in thosi s

per-

deals wi t:1 n.:fo:r.r:1 wf our current

grader.I system.
logi<;al

courses.

J.g~

.::1.nj institute

homot;"-:!nou~

groupi ·i:.>; for academic

Bcstor defines and clarifies homogcnous grouping as

follows:

83!!?.!!!•t P• 112.
84lli.;i •• p. ll·'i.
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Students are not grouped according to ability;
they are grouped according to the point they
hnV"' reached in thtdr ~duca tion.til d~velo ,mc:nt.
This is really a system of strictly enforced
prerequisites.
Students representing the
whole rangu oC intellectual aptitude minrJ~
:i.n the same class, but non~; i!:> permitted to
enter the clC\ss unt.il he Ls demoil::oitra~ly
pr~pared to do its work succfc~ssfully. 0 5

llestor carries on his clarification of' homog0nous grouping by
setting three conditions f'or its constituents.

First:

.~11

the studr:nts ·:F.:L.3t '1civ.,, ro::lched a C;3rt:iin
level of' intellr~ctual maturity, .,... ) as to be
:::bl·:> to handle with ·:::· '.iual compre 1 ~en::ion the
reas0ninft an which the w0rks or t :e class
depends. 6
1

secondly:
all students must have acquired, prior to

cowoancing any $iven

co~rse,

a usable com-

mand o:f dof"ini to bodies ")f' !·G:towledg;~.
They
11uat, in other ,.,ords, pos.s::J.3,; t ; c:. ;'··\:1

certain minimum amount of information and a
certni!1 ,,i~j1m•1w
:n·occsses. 7

;;'~Jll

in v.1 1.~i.0 1 13

:!.ntellectual

thirdly:
~:>Om•~ fl"l r~ren 0 f in<fi V::_dual:i. Z~H:!
obviousiy called for.88

85!J?.!.2., pp. 303-304.
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Granting Bestor•s definition of homogenous grouping, one
is still left with his rationale f'or homogenous grouping and an
intellectually graded program.

He takes

in his contentions for grading.

a

very different tact

For the first and only time in

his long and polemical argument, Bestor argues for grading on
purely administrative grounds, though it should be noted he doe
not elaborate or explain these grounds.

He does, however, con-

tinue to justify and expect us to accept grading on hi.s persona
testimonial.

He seems to be saying once we have accepted

grading we need only to accept his proposals for it.
Bestor presents his testimonial for a "graded 11 system as
follows:

If universal schooling is to produce universal
enlightenment, then the fundamental intellectual disciplines must somehow be offered to
slow learners in steady, systematic sequence
throughout the years of school attendance • • •
Moreover, if universa1 education is to be
feasible, this task must be carried out
through the grades and classes of a single
unified school system, with as little duplication oC instruction as possible.89
In the following quote Bestor again testifies to his contention for a graded system.

One cannot help but notice his

careful use of the word could in reference to the proper use of
intelligence tests.

His emphasis, however, clearly indicates

his intention that the word should was meant:

The very :fact, however, that variations in
intellectual ability and achievement can now
be measurerl with surr.icient reliability to
show what the situation is, means that we
could employ these same measuring instruments
to create a system that would be truly and
effectively graded.90
Bestor 1 s argument for graded schools on the basis of' their
administration is a strange twist for him to take :for several
reasons.

His previous arguments have always been based on some

conception of intellectual disciplines, regardless o:f the proCessional educator's or public's point of view, and resided in
purely speculative fields.

For him to assume the role of an

administrator is, to say the least, incongruent.

Nevertheless,

Bestor contends graded and homogenous groupings are the only
feasible way to educate the slow learner because of administrative practicality:
In point of' :Cact, only homogenous groupings
can really enable the teacher to deal sympathetically and skillfully with the problems of' individual students, £or it is the
only system which brings such problems within limits really manageable £or the teacher. 91
and f'ur the r:
A meticously graded school is not merely

desirable, it is virtually indispensable to
orderly, systematic, sequential instruction
in a large-scale educational system.92
90lb;&d., P• 299.

91 Ibid., p. 292.
921b·
....!Ji!·' P• 298 •
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In accepting Bestor's curriculwn
accept intellectual disciplines

!!!.

.!:.2.!2,, one is forced to

!.!:! ..12..!:2•

It has been continu-

ously contended in this thesis that to do so is frankly
impossible. 93
The slow learner, once having gained basic minimum knowledge in the intellectual disciplines is f'aced with the problem

of being as :facile with this knowledge as the average or higher
mentally adept students.

One cannot help but wonder i:f in our

employment oriented society the slow learner would not have bee
better served by acquiring a useful skill.

The previous argu-

ment on the dif':ference between having and using knowledge seems
to hold more poignantly with the slow learner.

The current trend in education of the slow learner seems t
be along the lines suggested by Bestor.
as well as the School City

Chicago Public Schools

oC Gary, Indiana, have £or the past

several years been usiug ability groupings ref'erred to respectively as classes f'or the Educably Mentally Handicapped and
Special Student.

It is interesting to note that while public

school systems o£ten use ability groupings f'or instruction,
none have adopted a grade or level structure based on chronological age, instead of ability, as Bestor suggests.
Bestor's claim £or the administrative practicality of
grouped classes seems rather obviously valid.

93 see Chapter II, Part

The problem is

I I and the conclusion for comprehensive discussions on this point.
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of large proportion and therefore necessarily req•lires proper
administration within the currant oduC<itio.nal system.

Bestor's

point• being clearly evident, was superfluous.
Bestor•s curriculum is completely consistant with his
desire that intellectual disciplines be the mainstay 0£ educa-

tion.

He has stated the five basic areas which compose the

f'undamental disciplines as English, mathematics, science, history, and at least one £oreign language.

Instruction in these

disciplines, according to Bestor, is to begin in elementary
school and progress in depth throughout the entire academic
li£e oC a student.
The slow learner, according to Bestor, must also be taught
intellectual disciplines.

To accomplish this, he has suggested

homogenous intellectual ability grouping.

Grading or school

level is to be arranged by chronological age with differing
certificates awarded at termination to certi:fy the intellectual
level attained.

--

CHAP'l'ER VI
BESTOR'S VIEW OF

~ROFESSIONAL

EDUCATORS

The conflict expressed in this chapter by Bestor is essentially the same conflict that has existed between liberal arts
professors and professional educators since the time of Plato.
Bestor assumes the part of Plato in this controversy and

assigns the part of' all the sophists to professional educatQrs.
The basic controversy, then as now, revolves upon varying

positions taken as to the purpose of education and the role of'
the teacher in that education.

According to Bestor and Plato,

intellectual excellence is the only justification for education.
Education is intended to develop those speculative, truth seeking aspects of' mind wh:ich make man most in accordance with his
nature, which is rational.

The Sophists and, in general, most

professional educators maintain the purpose of education is to
develop the pragmatic man, who with proper methodology, can do
anything he is trained to do.

Though Bestor does not address

himself speci£ically to this controversy it is doubtless the
basic cause of his antagonism and is implied throughout his
discussion.
Bestor contends throughout his book that professional
educators, whom he calls pro£essional educationists, are
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directly responsible for current education problems in America.
He does not def'ine the term t1educationist 11 or "professional
educationist."

It becomes obvious, however, that he uses the

term in a negative or derogatory sense.

~hen h~

make a critical statement it is generally

is about to

~refaced

with the

term "professional educationists" used in re€erence to the criticism.

Destor first used the term without prior deCinition in

Educational Wastelands.

He states that "professional education

ists, in their policy making role, have lowered the aims of the
American public school." 94

He rarely uses the term educator.

When he does use the term it is to siEl"l.ify a professor oC some
discipline, not a part of the faculty of the college of
education.

nestor claims an interlocking directorate o:f pro:fes

sional educationists exists to stifle criticism, control curriculum for teacher training and high school, and set teacher
certification requirements.

He furthermore claims that pro:fes-

si.onal educators are blatently anti-intellectual.

Much time an

spacP- is rlevoted here to Beator's discussion on the interlockin
rlirectorates' control of teacher training and i.n:fluence of curriculum

b~cause

he obviously considers them paramount in the

downfall o:f American education.
Part I:

The Interlocking Directorate of' Educationists

According to Bestor the directorate consists primarily oC
professional educationists in the University.

9 4 nestor, fMucationnl i·'at;teland.s,

It is :further

~· £.!!..,

P• 7.
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aided by state bureaucrats in the state department 0£ education,
and acquiesced in by the public school teachers and even the
Parent Teacher Aesociation.
Bestor contends:
The stat<' c·n.f'orced requirement in JiedNgogy
is the taproot oC the great educationist
upas tree.
The one inescapable prerequisite
to a career in public-school teaching and
administration is course work in a department 0£ education.
Consequently, this is
the one department in which every student
must enroll who wishes to teach or to be
eligible to teach.
The typical department
of education knows very well how to extort
every possible advantage :frnm this strategic
position.
In most institutions it has managed to seize effective control over the
placement of teachers.
It frequently underhi1:es to plan all teachers' programs for
them, regardless of their academic interests.
It institutes programs of its own leading to
a major or even a separate degree in education.
It encourages its students to pile up
course work in pedagogy tar beyond the legal
minimum. It frequently creates among its
students the impression that they will be
suitably rewarded ~nr strict adherence in
class to the educationist party line, and
that tor.·-~ocal dissent will hu~t thei.r
chances 01 future employment.9

Bestor carries his bitter indictment endlessly on; enough
has been said
followin~

her~,

however, to show the trend he follows.

The

parts will build on this indictment.

As for the directorate itself, its members and purpose, he
continues:

95~·. p. 1 6 7.
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.•• to sustain such a top-heavy system. professors of education require powerCul support from outside tho universities.
By
propaganda and coercion they have endeavored
to create what can be described as an interlocking directorate of proressional
educationists.96
Bestor includes in his conspiracy state bureaucrats of the
department of education; unlike the classroom teachers and the
~arent

Teacher Associations, however, they are active partici-

pants.

They (educationists) have been almost completely successful in brin~ing the bureaucrats of state departments cf education into
full partnership in such a directorate.
The
personnel of such agencies is selected almost
exclusively from those thoroughly indoctrinated in the J'oli tics of· pedagogy.
This has
constituted the most strategic victory of
all for the professors of education, for it
ensues the enforcement of certification
requirements as they wish them to be enforced,
and i t gives them control over the official
channels of communication between the authorities of the state and the local school
adruinistrators.97
As regards the classroom teacher's position in this directorate, Bestor states:
••• their position has become one of such
dependence that the educational directorate
feels safe in disr~garding any possible danger from that direction. The ceaseless

96 Ibid.

t

p.

97 Ibid.

t

p. 169

168.
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indoctrination that takes place in the required courses in pedagogy is expected to
secu.re t'1e half-hypnotized ~ctJ<li~scence of'
a majority 0£ teachers.98
The sin of' the Parent Teacher Associations in this conspiracy is apparently also one of acquiescence.

Bestor feels

the Parent Teacher AsRociations should take a stronger role in
directing school policy as an integral part of' the concerned
community.

The .Parent Teacher Associations have, however,

according to Bestor, relinquished their role with the

or

passa~e

the 'f'ollowing by-law:
Even in Parent 'reacher Associations - admirable
bodies i.n many respects - f'ree discussion o'f'
the basic educational philosophy of' the public
schools is tightly controlled in certain communities through strict interpretation of a
national bylaw which provides that the organization 'shall not i::&eek to direct the administrative activities of the schools or to
control their policies.•99
Bestor, having in,:riminated prof'essional educators. draws

so~ne

rather perverse conclusions on the final implications 0£

the directorate.

He maintains one of these implications is the

resistance to and complete disregard of criticism against educa
tion and educators.
This monolithic resistance to criticism
reveals the existence and influence of what

98 Ibid.
99 Ibid., P• 181.
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cc.n only bn described as an educationf:l party
line - a party line that protects the structure of' power which pro:fessional educationists
have created for their own aggrandizement.100
Bestor also maintains prof'essors o:f pedagogy command a
politically power:ful combination of forces which makes them
able to treat with contempt the educational views of their
academic colleagues on other uni.versi ty f'acul ties.
same forces allow them to reject any
public at large.

ide~s

101

These

on education by the

102

Bestor is not content, hol•ever, with external implications
and act1ons.

He reduces his argument to name calling and

finally destroys any point he may have made by aacribing to
educators' purely monetary motives.
One could not help but notice the implication when Bestor
referred to "a party line;" he becomes even more viturperative

in the following statement:
The paean of prai.se that greets every novel
educational program, the hushing up of criticism within, the closing of rank~ that
occurs whenever a word of criticiom is spoken from outside -- these attitudes belong
not to a company of independent scholars,
but to a bureaucracy, a party, a pressure
group united in defense of a vested interest. 103
100..!.2!.!!·

lOllb.
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P• 169.
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The linal statement in this section is Bestor's self-deleating

climax.

By attributing to professors oC education the desire

to fill thoir classrooms and maintain their jobs he suggests a
•otive patently ridiculous on its face.
The vrogra•i which a prospective teacher must

follow is governed by the requirements that
state legislatures and state educational
officials lay down for the certification of
teechers.
1'hese universally include substantial course work in pedagogy.
The benef'iciaries are the pro:fessors of educa ti 011,
who are thus assured of a steady flow of students throttgi1 their course8, regardlHs~ of
the merit o~ usefulness of the content
provided.lo

Part II:

Teacher Training and Certi.fication

Bestor's view of current teacher training and certificatio

requirements i& negative.

He argues f'or a return to intellec-

tual disciplines for teacher training and propo&eb several
certi:ficvtion reforms.

Bes tor again indicts proi'essional edu-

catora for their powerful role in curriculum development and
certification requirements.
Hestor devotes

t110

chapter.::. o.f his bool< The £fosloration of'

Ledrnin,$. to tre.ining c-utd certii'icuti.on.

those ch&pter8 are here discussed
are inter-dependcn t.

~s

For practical purposes

a single theme because the

1'hey arc, :furthermore-, importn:n t

to th:.is

study as a whole heca.usc Bestor considers ref'orm in thl1> area
as vital to his philosophy.
104

Ibid., p. 164.
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Bestor opens his discussion with the two part contention
that the university as a whole should be responsible :for teacher training, which he considers one of its most important
functions, and that teacher training ought to consist primarily

of traininK in the intellectual disciplineu. 105

Ironically,

Bestor condemns sch':.lnrs and scientists who f'ailcd to take
their roles snriously f'or creatin,'.!: a vacuum into which educa•

According to Bnstor, the faculties of

tionists have moved.

liberal arts and scionces abdicated their responsibilities by
not accopt:i.ug the seriou.•.ne:-;.::; oi an iippropriate curricula f'or
t eac h ers.

106

Having established his f'irst contention, Bestor makes his
cl aim f'or t1' e intellec tuE1l dis ci.plinos.

At the undergraduate level the education oC
th£~

f'uture

teacher should he an education

in the liberal arts and sciences.
ought to be self'-evident .107

This

In the event that i t is not self-evident, Uestor continues on
the following page:
1'"'or him (the teacher) the :fundamcntcil i.ntellec tual disciplines are not supplements to,

105

Ibid., P• 242.

-·

106

Ibid
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but the very essence of, his proressional
stock in trade.108
Bestor returns to his attack on pr-:>:fessional educators by
labelin~

them "vocRtionists," using "survey courses" to impart

knowledge.
course."

Bestor doas nQt explicitly dertne the term "survey
His implied def'initi.on is f'ound in the f'ollowing

quote, and is impl:i.ci tly a course which

tr~ats

:ln intellectual

discipline as subject matter, thl'\t is, a collection of' f'acts
and data without structure:

An unhealthy appetit~ ror survey courses is
one symptom of' educational distemper.
Libera.I
education seeks to d~velop general intellectual ability rather than narrow vocationnl
competence, hut i t does not do so l>y sp~nding
its time on mere generalities •••• It is the
voca tionali.st who f~elights in survey courses,
urging his students into one af'ter another in
the belief that they will thereby get tho most
'subject-matter' for the least expenditure of'
time and orfort.109
Bes tor sug,q;ests the Ii '-clihood of' survoy-course education is

greatly increased if professional

educ~:tors

control teacher

education:
This parody of' liberal education is likely
to be ~oi~ted upon prospective teachers if
their undergraduate programs are worked out
in consultation ~ith µro~essionbl educationists

108.!.2!2.•t P• 243.
109!.2!.!1.., pp. 243-244.
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instead of with professors i•bued with tho
point of view of the liberal arts and
sciences.110
Bestor also contends the graduate progrnm in teacher educa
tion is lacking in the same areas as undergraduate education.
This grave defect is also laid to rest at the doorstep of professional educationists.

To reform these great abuses, Bestor

suggests new emphasis and requirements for the certification of
teachers and for the awarding of the Master of

~ducation

and

Doctor of Education degrees.
At the unrlcrgradua te level

the greatos t danger from pedagogical interference is not the
substitution of course~ in education for
courseti in fundamental disciplines (serious
though such displacements can sometimes become), but the subtle distortion of that
part of n student's program nominally in
liberal arts and sciences • • • •
At the graduate level, on the other hand,
the multiplication of' course work, in mere
perta~ogy to the suhstanti~l works in the
f'undamental intellectual disciplines, is the
great abuse.Ill
The reform Bestor suggests is intended to create a program
of' study that will be of an advanced scholarly character and be
completely relevant to the intellectual tasks a public school
teacher must perf'orm. 112

llOibic.l.,
llllb"".L d

112
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To illustrate his re£orm Bestor provides the example of an
undergraduate history major with an English minor.

He sets

this hypothetical teacher in a situation where he is called
upon, and can at any time be called upon, to teach history,
English, and algebra.
Bestor proposes his reform:
The university should permit him, first of
all to take courses that will round out his
knowledge of the various fields of history.
For this purpose many undergraduate courses
should be more appropriate than the graduate
courses offered to research students. These
he should be free to elect. When he has
completed a sound program in history, he
should be allowed to go back to the point at
which he dropped mathematics in college, and
to study that field systematically, exactly
as an undergraduate major in mathematics
would do •••• So it should be with each of
the fields in which he has to teach, or in
which, perhaps, he develops an interest for
the Cirst time.113
Bestor also proposes degree requirements in accordance
with his reform.

For the Master oC Education degree a student

must demonstrate through comprehensive written examination at
least as thorough a knowledge as a competent undergraduate in
the fields included Cor that degree.

No thesis would be

required.
For the Doctor 0£ Education degree an oral examination
would cover Cive Cields.

The student must also demonstrate

113 Ibid., pp. 24 6 -247.
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knowledge of the classic written works in each field and
although no thesis would be required, he will have written one
original substantial essay in each field.

114

For this intellectual labor by a graduate teacher Bestor
suggests:
A student who pursues such a well-thoughtout program for a full academic year beyond
college graduation and who brings his command of two subjects to certain pre-established standards should receive a Master's
Degree. A student who pursues it with distinction Cor three years beyond college
graduation and who brings his command of
f'ive subjects up to the stand,rds set should
be entitled to a Doctorate.11
Bestor, having stated his ideas on degree requirements,
makes clear the point he originally intended:
The university might make use of the degrees
of Master and Doctor of Education (M.Ed. and
Ed.D.) ••• The present proposal, however, would
put them under the jurisdiction 0£ the university as a whole, not the department of education or pedagogy, ••• The degrees in education would be discontinued as mere awards for
the completion of narrowly spe~ialized vocational training in pedagogy.llb
Bestor intends to restore teacher training to the university by secession:

114Ibid., P• 247.
115 Ibid.
116 Ibid., P• 248.
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The university, in other words, should commence an orderly process oC devolution with
respect to many of the activities hither to
associated with departments and colleges of
education. The university as a whole must
reassert the fact that it, and not one department within it, is responsible for
education.117
Bestor contends educational certification is tied to teach
er training in America by requirements set up by professional
educators.

Therefore it is logical to reform certification

requirements and procedures.

He intends to reform certifica-

tion in order to promote, or restore, intellectual disciplines
to teacher training.

He begins his argument thusly:

Progress toward a rational program of teacher
training in America is blocked today by the
state laws and administrative rulings that
govern the issuance of teaching certificates.
This roadblock was creased by the professional educationists.11
According to Bestor, the requirements are legislated such
that:
Above all, a teacher must possess a certificate from the state in which he or she
intends to teach, and accordingly must
satisfy requirements that are partly fixed
by statute and partly spelled out by a
board• commission, or designated officer • • •
In addition, the schools themselves are
under the constant scrutiny of regional

117~.

llSibid., P•

248.

l
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accrediting agencies. Consequently, the criteria used by regional accrediting agencies
exercise an influence upon teacher training
almost as direct and positive as though they
were embodied in law • • • Finally• teachers
are actually selected for given positions by
local school authorities, whose views on the
proper preparation of teachers thus have a
cumulative, if rather indirect, influence
upon the programs of study which teachers
pursue.119
Bestor claims the result of what at first glance appears to be
a properly proportioned responsibility is indeed:

••• a system that results in distorted emphases of the most extreme sort.
In particular,
it is a system that grossly exaggerates the
importance of listening to classroom lectures
in pedagogy, and that gives totally inadequate
attention to the teacher's knowledge 0£ the
subject he professes to teach. This• of
course, represents the false emphasis of the
educationists •••• 120
Bestor contends this false emphasis is created by the
state which requires a certain number of' hours in "education"
courses to certify a teacher.
to take education courses.

This requirement forces students

Even though practice or student

teaching is required, certification is not granted on this
basis elone, which Bestor maintains is but further evidence of
this false emphasis. 121

119 Ibid., p. 255.
120

Ibid., p. 256.

121Ib'l. ,.'-'•.
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Bestor sees the current method of certificution as defective for several

reuso1~.

First, pedagogical courses and prac-

tice teaching fail to serve their intended purpose.

Secondly,

state and local control are the reverse of what they should be.
First:
Teaching is a form of communication, and an
exceedingly personal form of communication.
The personality of the teacher is the most
important 0£ his or her pedagogical qualifications. A state agency, working from documentary records, is in no 1>osi ti on to judge
the personality of a candidate for teaching,
and therefore, its certificate of teaching
ability is largely meaningless.122
Continuing in the same vein, Bestor goes on to say:
Every teacher mu.st have skill in pedagogy •••
But knowledge and skill in pedagogy can
obviously be acquired in many di££erent ways
besides sitting in class and listening to
lectures about it.123
According to Bestor, state and local authority should be

reversed.

It should be:
••• the task oC state certi:f'ying authorities
to certify the teacher's competence in his
subject; i t is the task 0£ local school
authorities to determine his skill at teaching. Each is equipped to do the job I have
indicated. Neither is equipped to do the
other's job.124

122~ •• p. 260.
123~.

l24Ib.l. (.l •
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What actually is taking place is the reverse, according to
Bes tor.
The matters that local authorities are competent to determine for themselves are precisely
the ones that the state educational bureaucracy insists on controlling rrom above; and
the kinds of minimum requirements that the
state is in the best position to enforce are
precisely the ones that are left largely to
local discretion.125
To reform certification procedure Bestor propo8es that
liberal arts and science professors use the university's power
in accrediting associations, and new certificates be devised in

conjunction with certain legislative reforms.
In regard to accrediting bodies, Bestor suggests:
The regional accrediting bodies are membership associations, and the members are
institutions. Each member college or university has a vote in determining policy and
hence standards. The faculty of every college ought to insist upon knowing precisely
hou the vote of' its institution has been and
is being cast. The faculty senate ought to
appoint the college representative to the
accrediting association and it ought to instruct him to labor unceasingly for the
r~ising or the standards of preparation required of' tgachers in the subject they are
teaching.12
Bestor is quite speciCic regarding the reforms he proposes.

His first step would be to remove from the statute

125 Ibid.
1261 •.
,l
Ol.uet PP• 261-262.
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books a fixed number oC courses or hours in

perla~o~y.

Secondly,

he would fix requirements that would assure a cP.rtified teacher
is both proficient in teaching and fully
he or she is to teach.
certi:Cicates.

prepar~d

in the area

According to Bester there should be two

One certificate should testif'y to teaching

ability and the second would cover each of the basic areas of
public school teaching. 12 7
Of the first, says Bestor:
There ought to be several ways of earning it.
An experienced teacher ought to be granted
i t simply upon presentation of satisfactory
evidence of a successful teaching career of
a speci:Cied length o:C time.
For a cRndidate
without previous experience, successful completion o:C a period of practice teaching
would be the princi,pal rcquireruent .128
Certi:Cication in the "subjects o'C public school instruction,"
according to Bestor,
••• should be granted on the basis of stateadministered comprehensive examinations in
the various subjects •••• There should be at
least t~o levels of such examination~, one
leading to limitP<l, the second to advanced
129
certification in the subject or discipline.

12

7Ibid., P• 263.

128

Ibid., P• 264.
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Part III:

Curriculum Influence

Bestor's view of' the curriculum has been previously presented.

He contends the f'ault f'or not realizing his curriculum

lies with professional educators.

Further, Bestor contends

"regressive" education has replaced the progressive education

of the 1920's and prof'essional educators have instilled a cult
of contemporaneity.
The essence of' a "progressive education" :for Bestor is
that education which advances the "great traditions" o:f liberal
educa tior1.

Conversely, "regressive education" undermines those

traditions. 130

The "cult o:f contemporaneity" is composed of' a

group of educators who emphasize the integrated courses; who,
Bestor contends, by incorporating into history the areas of
economics, sociology, and political science have created the
social studies, as opposed to the social sciences, in an
attempt lo better understand current or contemporary problems.
He contends this ;::;ocial studies format has reduced the basic
disciplines to a position where their :fw1dame11tdl structure and
ways of thinking cannot be learned.

131

Bestor discusses the existing problematic situation in
American curriculum.

He goes on to accuse and indite prof'es-

sional educators as the cause of' the problem

an(~

proposes means

l
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through which to ef':fect a cure.

Thjs part of' the ="hapter will

discuss the four areas of Bes tor's views on the 13res•.3n t America
educational curriculum.
Bestor views the current curriculum in four adverse lights
r~irst,

there is the separation of' prof'essional educators 'from

the university as a whole.
elective system.

Thirdly, he ref'ers to the demise of' progres-

sive education to what

he~

Fourthly is the "cult of
educationi<>to.

Second is the rise of' the f'ree

calls "regresl;ive" education.
cont~fl'lporanei ty''

among professional

Thc!lc :four Jihenomona are the "grave f'aults" and

ttbasic defects" be discusses in the :following statements.
Grave raults in the organization and structure
of our cducntl.ou:<l ~ystem lie behind the distorted empha~is that arc apparent in public
school policy. The basic def'ect ••• is the
division that has been created - especially as
concerns curriculum and ultimate purpose between the pub.lie school world and th(? world
oC scholarship, science, and the professions.
'I'he heart of' the problem is the schism that
exists in inst~tutions of higher learning between the prof'essors of pedagogy (or, to use
the misleadin~ title they prefer, professors
of education) and all the other f'aculties,
both liberal and professiona1.132
In further elaboration of his point, Bestor

goe~

on:

During the past generation the American public schools have run into an ap1ialing number
of blind alleys, principally because educational policy is no longel' being worked out

132.!lli·'

I>•
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co-operatively by the entire learned world.
Curriculum-making for the public schools has
fallen into the hands o.f an flxcee<i1ngly n,l.rrow group of self-styled experts - principally
professors of pedagogy, or, as they prefer to
call themselves, professors of education.133

Bestor considers what he terms the "free elective

systen~'

a system where a student may take any course in his general
area and is free of courses required by the university, as a
major defect in American education.

He describes its advent

thusly:
Universities took the first dom1ward step
when they accepted the idea that any kind
of educational program, provided only that
i t added up to a prescribed number of hours
in the classroom, was the equal of' auy
134
other as a means o:f liberal education.
Bestor f'inds several :faults with the af'ree elective sys-

tem."

He maintains i t did not answer the question regarding

what has previously been ref'erred to as the

11

knowledge explo-

sion,u and i t allowed into the curriculum courses other than

the intellectual disciplines.
The free electiv~1 system has long since provided a faulty ans·wer to the questions
raised for education by the increasing complexity o:f modern knowledge.
It did not.
solve the problem oC integrating the new disciplines into an ordered structure o:f learning. 135

~.,
l3 4Ibid.,
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And regarding his second contention:
But the free-elective system also opened the
door to courses in subjects that had no conceivable claim to scholarly or scientific
standing.136
The demise of

~rogressive

education Crom its stalwart pur-

poses of the 1920's is indicative to Bestor of a general degeneration of American education.

It is interesting to recall

that Bestor himself was a graduate of what was perhaps the most
progressive school of its time, The Lincoln School of Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Bestor contends progressive education became regressive
education when a shift in purpose took place.

According to

Bestor:
What progressive educationists undertook to
do in those fruitful years, was to bring the
teaching of the basic disciplines to the
highest perfection possible in the light of
modern pedagogy. They did so by emphasizing
the relevance of knowledge and intellectual
skills to the ~roblems of practical li£e and
citizenship.1'7
The plummet of progressive education from the exalted position
in which Bestor held it was due to a shift in purpose.
continues:

136
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Education that called itself progressive
ceased to be an effort to accomplish more
effectively the purposes which citizens,
scholars, and scientists had agreed were
fundamental. Progressivism began tg imply
the substitution of new purposes.13
Bestor contends that this not very subtle shift in purpose
was due, again, to the intellectual schism between the learned
world and the public.

The following statement by Bestor

succinctly concludes his argument.
Experts in pedagogy were feeling their oats,
were abandoning their proper task of improving instruction, and were brazenly undertaking to redefine the aims of education
itself. By disregarding or flatly rejecting
the considered educational views of the
scholarly, scientific, and professional world,
these new educationists succeeded in converting the division between secondary and higher
education from a mere organizational fact
into a momentous intellectual schism. Progressive education became regressive education, because, instead of advancing, it began
to undermine the great traditions 0£ liberal
education and substitute £or them lesser aims,
confused aims, or no aims at all.139
OC the three "grave faults" or "basic defects" present in

today's curriculum, Bestor considers the professional educators'
"cult of contemporaneity" most ominous.

Bestor contends this

cult is the result of a subtle shift in terms from "social
sciences" to "social studies."

8

He suggests the cult was

l3 aestor, The Restoration of Learning, .21?.•
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devised to further separate the teacher from the learned world.
And further, he states than an emphasis on the contemporary is
an educational evil.

Bestor first develops the genesis of the "social studies."
Discriminating use of words and careful analysis of intellectual concepts disappeared
as soon as the professional educationists
translated "the social sciences" into nthe
social studies" and began to talk about
"social education." Anything to which the
adjective "social" (in any one 0£ its manifold senses) might be applied was regarded
as an apl{opriate topic for the social
studies. 0
And further, in the same vein of thought, Bestor states on the
following page:
The change of name that has taken place Crom "history" to "social studies" - can no
longer be regarded as a mere matter of words.
It has already produced conCusion oC purpose
in the schools, watering down of the content
0£ instruction, and deterioration in the
training of teachers.141

At this point in his argument Bestor enlarges his scope to
single out the particular destruction of history as a disciplin
by the pro£essional educators.

As an example of an earlier

criticism oC Bestor, that he draws conclusions from unwarranted
evidence, note his implication that an ignorance oC history

140
141

Ibid., P• 128.
Ibid., P• 129.
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makes one particularly susceptible to the cult:
The professional educationists who wish to
give the schools a wholly contemporary
orientation are well aware oC the advantages
they derive from widespread use of the term
"the social studies." They could not have
hoped to attack history directly.
Once
courses in history came to be labeled courses
in social studies, however, a protective camouflage was thrown over the manipulation oC the
educationists. Little by little history could
be replaced by something else, largely unobserved by the public and even by the scholarly
world. Little by little teachers could be
freed 0£ any obligation to study history systematically and could be initiated, as inno142
cent neophytes, into the cult of contemporaneity.
The present emphasis on the contemporary is an evil per !..!!.
according to Bestor because it vitiates against the purpose 0£
the school and invites the public to violate what Bestor calls,
but does not define• its academic immunity:
Discussion of current political, economic,
and social problems is not the principal
purpose of the school, but only an incidental means to the accomplishment oC its real
ends. These ends I have already summed up
as intellectual discipline.143
Regarding the danger to the school itself, Bestor says:

IC an educational institution proclaims itself to be primarily a forum for the discussion of contemporary issues, it is, by that
142.!!!.!2.•• P• 128.
143Ibid., p. 125.
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very act, inviting all the pressure groups
of the community to converge upon it.
It
is, in e:f:fect, waiving the academic immnntty
it would otherwise be entitled to claim.l 4
Having discussed the def'ects in curriculum as a direct
result of' professional educators, Bestor carries his discussion
to the genesis.

He contends school boards that control curri-

culum are overly influenced by professional educators:
As boards of education, whether local or
statewide, are composed of citizens who are
not themselves professional experts, such
boards require technical, expert, professional advice. Here, I believe, is where
the existing organization of public education in all the various states is radically
de:fective.
The common assum1>tion seems to
have been that one and only one professional
group needed to be consulted: namely, the
professional educationists, comprising, in
the main, school administrators, professors
o:f education, and educational bureaucrats
trained by the latter.I 5
"The common assumption" re:ferred to in the previous passage is
apparently intentionally fostered by pro:fessors o:f education.
Professors of pedagogy, deeming themselves
the only authentic professors of education
••• taking advantage o:f the unfortunate laxness of academic terminology, professors o:f
education represent themselves to the general
public as the only members of university

144

Ibid., P• 136.

145 Ibid., P• 125.
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faculties who need to be consulted with
respect to the ultimate aims and purposes
oC education.146
Having established what group is actually formulating curriculum, Sestor goes on to state what group should actually be
doing so.

He also is quite adamant about why processional

educators should not be included in the formulating group.
Bestor states what groups should be involved and why:
To devise a balanced and adequate curriculum for any system of schools is preeminantly a work in which the wisdom oC
many men must be enlisted. It presupposes
a clear recognition of the role that each
of the various intellectual disciplines
must play in advancing the intellectual,
the civic, and the technological welfare of
the nation. It calls ror an insight into
ways of thinking in more fields than a
single individual can hope to encompass.
Curriculum-making, in short, is a task th~t
belongs to the learned world as a whole.1~7
Bestor contends professional educators should not be the
sole group formulating curriculum.
is an applied science answering
questions.

Like engineering, pedagogy

practica~

not philosophical,

Pedagogy attempts to say how to teach; it has no

basis for deciding what to teach. 148

146 Ibid., P• 104.

-

147
.!!?!,g., P• 103.

148nestor, Educational Wastelands, .21?.• £.!!.•• P• 41.

Concluding his point thus far, Bestor continues:
In particular, specialists in pedagogy have
no expertness entitling them to decide what
weight and attention ought to be given to
the different subjects of study. Their proper function is to improve the methods of
instruction; they have no mandate to determine its content as well. Scholars, scientists, and professional men, collectively,
constitute the body most capable of offering sound advice on the content of curriculum. They are the men and women who know
which intellectual skills are vitally necessary to maintain the life of the nation in
:flouriahing condition, Cor i t is they who
are actively engaged in advancing knowledge
and in applying it to the practical probl.ems
of the present-day world. They, rather than
the pedagogues, should be advising the people
concerning the content of the public-school
curriculum, in order that the people's decisiono may be wise ones.149
In order to control the influence o:f professional educators in curriculum making, Bestor suggests two things:

involve

ment by the legislator, and a separate commission 0£ scholars.
Destor suggests the l.egislature should redress the
omission :from many school codes of' any statement relative to
the basic content o:f the public school curriculum.
statute exists, Bestor

contend~,

No clear

because most school. laws were

enacted when it was commonly accepted that intellectual disciplines would be the curriculum.
the obvious.

It seemed unnecessary to enact

Professional educators have hence been able to

14 9Bestor, The Restoration o:f Learning, .21?.• .£!!.., P• 253.
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install trivialities in the place of intellectual disciplines
without violating the letter o:f the law.l50
Regarding scholarly participation, Bestor suggests a
":first step" as :follows:

The first step, as I see it, must be for the
learned world to create an agency entirely
its own through which it can state its views
on public-school policy indepondently and
unitedly. It must be ready at all times to
express a considered judgement concerning
the intellectual soundness of the programs
that are of'fered in tho elementary and secondary schools. It must address its
remarks directly to the public, who make the
final decisions on educational policy. And
it must speak with a voice unmistakenly its
01n1, not allowing its words to be smothered
or twisted or censored by others.151
Bestor states such an agency is necessary because:
It i!3 idle to think that scholars and scientists, divided a hundred ways by professional

ties within their specialized £ields, can
exert a real influence upon public educational
policy until they present a united front on
the matter.152
In order to "present a united front," Bestor continues:
••• such a commission ought to be established
·by the learned societies of the nation, and
by them alone.

150.!lli·
151 Ibid., P• 223.

-

152 Ibid., P• 224.

The reason f'or keeping the

commission independent of alJ. pol:i. tir.nl and
economic pressure groups, and hence all nonprot'essional associations 1 is ohvi.ouf;.
TI1e
exclusion of educational associations •••
while deliberate. is not intended as a gesture of hostility.
It is merely a recognition 0£ two facts:
that the professional
educationists are already thoroughly organized uncl vocal, and. that scl10lurs clearly

differ with them on many vital issues of'
public educ~tional policy.153
Having established a working agency for the propagation 0£
scholarly opinion, Bestor holds:
Once the point of' view of tho learned world
on public educational policy is mnde clear
to citizens at large, I am con£ident that
they will live i t general and effective
support.15!
Bestor has in effect proposed a political pressure group.
The group is apparently intended to offset the one already in
existence for the professional educators, a group Bestor has
termed the "interlocking directorate ot cduc;i tionists."

It is

obvious llestor is presupposing the righteousness of his position.

He is, however, not unique in proposing his agency.

is a well i{nown axiom among political dcleut:ists

t~1at

where one

ideological group exists, another will emerge to oppose it.

153 Ibid., P• 227.

l5~Bestor,

Educational Wastelands, .2..E.•

.£!!••
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p. 128.
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Part IV:

Anti-IntellnctuaJism

Throughout his writings Arthur Desi.or
anti-intellectualis•~

bGrate~

of pro£essional educators.

the blatant

He considers

anti-intellectualism among the educators a major fault.
According to Bestor, this phenomenon is the major cause of the
sad state of American education today.

He does not, however,

establish a cause and effect relationship between the antiintellectualism of professional educators and the rise of'
"life-adjustment" programs, such as driver
neglect of the intellcci.ul!\1 disciplines.

~<lucation,

or the

It is (plite clear,

however, that he intends that relationship inf'en:-8d!

The varieties of anti-intellectualism discussed in preceding chapters - 'lifeadjustment' education, the 'cult of' contemporaneity,' and the rost - are products of
extreme cultural isolation.155
The "culturul isolation" Bestor re:fers tu i.s the isolation
between teachers and prof'essional educationists.
establish

anti-int~llectualism

He goes on to

and discuss its cause.

A philosophy that I can only regard as antiintollectual and, in the last a:IBlysis, antidemocratic, has gainad wide currency among
professional educationists in the United
States. It finds expression in multitudes
of educational reports and periodicals. It
is inculcated in many institutions and

l55Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, .2.£• .£.!!.•• P• 156.
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departments concerned with the training of
teachers.
It dominates the thinking of
many school administrgtors and their professional advisors.15
Bestor continues in the same quote to explain his purpose relative to anti-intellectualism:
purpose is, and has boeJ, to expose the
fallacies of' this daug;crous und deceptive
emphasis or direction in education, and to
reaf':firm a sounder sat of intollectual
values.157

I~

ilestor a1hl lUchard <i. Ho.fstadter, a not<.:!d historian and

scholar and author of Anti-Intellectualism In American Lif'e,
are in agreement on two major .facets of anti-intellectualism in
e du ca ti on and

011

its basic cause or genesis.

'fhey disagree,

however, as to the general cause, and over the fundamental
concept of

~recedent.

Bestor contends schools were intended to

be, and earlier in our history ware, intellectual.

Hofstadter

contends intellectualism was never iutonded to be a foundation
or function of American education.
Bestor delves into the cause of anti-intellectualism,
blaming it on intentional choices of policy regarding what for
practical purposes was the need to educate all the children of'
1

a burgeoning America. 5

156.12!..s!. •

p•

8

'· •
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l57Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, .2£•
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Bestor holds thusly:
The pedagogical difficulties connected with
educating all children, regardless of social
status, cultural background, and intellectual capacity, can never be solved unlPss we
analyze the problems fearlessly and accurately.
Euphemism and sentimentality characterize far
too many discussions of the question. As a
result, dangerously anti-intellectual and
anti-democratic conclusions have been perpetuated, wrong choices of policy have been made,
and educational progress has been immeasurably
retardea.159
Bestor indicates professional educators and the progressive
movement for anti-intellectualism and sets £orth the evils of
the philosophy and part 0£ its cause.
A :failure to distin:;uisl\ between man's needs
in gen~r~l ~nd their spcci:fically e~tcAtional
needs is one basic cause of thA anti-intellectualism so r~mpant ~mong pro~ession~l Aducationists.
'Life-adjustment' and similar programs are monstrosities in the literal sense
o:f that word, for they consist in the abnormal
overdeveloprnent of' certain fen. t•1res o:f tlle
school program and the with3ring of other more
important :features. They are vicious educational programs, not because the elements in
them are necessarily bad, but because they are
completely out of balance.
A well-intentioned
nut incidental concern with th~ per~on~l problems of adolescents has grown so excessive as
to push into the backgro1.ind what sho~1ld be the
school's central concern, the intellectual
develo?ment of its students.l 6 0

.!_b~d.t
•
P• l>O
:... •
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Hofstadter's view is very similar to Bestor's regarding
the lack of intellectualism in American education.
variance, however, on two major points.

It is at

Hofstadter does not

contend American educators ar1l intentionally anti-intellectual;
he argues' instead' that there is
tualism.

110

r.n:·ec·~Jent

for intellec-

He does, however, hold the cause of' anti-intellec-

tualism to be similar to Be3tor's.
The schools, inoreover, had been coping f'or
some years, and were to continue to cope
for many years more, with the task of' educating the children of that vast tidal wave
of immigration that had come into t,1e
l6l
country between 1880 and the First ~orld War.
After a sh<) rt d1scu.'3sion of. i•nntigran t

chil d.cen

::;d;,1

ti sties in

Giving such children cues to American life,
and e>:ften to elementary hygiene, .seemod
more important to many school suparintendonts than developing their minJ3 alon3 the
lines o:f the older education; and it io not
dif:ficult to understand tlle belief' that a

thorough grounding in Latin was not a primary need, say, o~ a Polish immi$rant's
child in Buffalo.I 6 2

Bes tor aad ilo:fstadter arc at <lxtrd1aa va.ria:nc(:! on the con-

tention of
lectual
161

p.recedt~,1t.

di.;ctplin~s

3estor had thruughout maintained intel-

nnd intellectuall3m

sh~uld

be

1

major part

Richnrd Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in American

Lif'e (New York:
162 Ibid

-·

Vintage Books, 1962), p. 337.
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of American education on the basis of' JJrecedent.

Hofstadter

contends, however, that intelloctualism was never intended to
be a part of American education:
As to the vast, inarticulate body of' the
American public, i t is lmpossibl~ to be
certain exactly what it expected :fro.:n the
school sy.stern •••• 1'ha t the development of'
intellectual power was not a central concern
seems clear •••• fh:Jro .see;:i.s to have been a

prevailing concern that childre"'l should not
form too high an 3stimatc of the ~des of the

mind.163
Best.or ,_lp,.,arcntly feels he has ;n,,de th;a case against anti-

intellectualism axiomatic.

Ue doas not delve at &reat length

into the harm he thin't:s tlli.s philo;Sophy ;1a;:, caused.

however, relate anti-intellactualism to
To build

fr~edom.

firm and
it is
too late, the anti-intellectual tendencies
t·1at h,1v~ cr.3~Jt iato our p>.1'Jlic aJac~it:~on
syst~m.lf>4
d~ap,

~ur

defenses of

He does,

freedo~

we need to arallcate,

be~ore

Apparently still considoring tl1e placa of intellectualism in
education as sJlf-evident, Bestor makes what appears to be a
totally absurd statement.

Ha st.'l tes,

"A non-intellectual school

is a positively anti-intellectual force in society.

163!!?..!!!·.
16~
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can only read that statement as analogous to the proposition
that, "If you're not with us, you're agin' us," -- a patently
ridiculous and illogical contention completely disavowing the
right to remain neutral,

u~committed

as to course or policy, or

even to disagree.
Bestor proposes to eliminate anti-intellectualism by
restoring communication between the scholarly world and the
public school system, and by remov1ng processional educators
from their exalted position on curriculum and policy bodies.

166

To eliminate anti-intellectualism from our
schools we must do more than combat its
arguments •••• he must restore the free circulation of ideas bgtween all parts or the
educat:ional world.'l 7
That Bestor holds Jjttle hope f'or such a rfH11toration incorporating professional educators is made obvious by his ensuing
statement.

'fhe department of' education typically re:fuses
to look upon thP. university as a community of'
scholars working to a common end •••• ln its
relationship with the university o:f which it
is a part, the typical departm~nt or education shows no real interest in jnterdisciplinary c~-ofg§ation and no sense of' a.cademic
partnership.

166.~rev1ous
.
l. y d1scusse
.
d

.
1n ~art

111, Ghapter VI.

16 7Bestor, 1be Restoration
of Lear~1.ng, .2.E•

IlBibid., p. 173.
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Given Bestor's long and continuous argument Cor intellectual discipline•• it is easy to understand why the evils of
anti-intellectualism and anti-intellectuals are obvious to him.
That he has failed to make them obvious to one who does not
grant his basic premise is quite clear.

One can hardly fail to

note that arguing against .!!l!!,-intellectualism is not equal to
arguing against !!2!!;.-intellectualism.

Anti-intellectualism

certainly must be tnken as the opposite enrl oC a continuum
occupied by intellectualism or the

intell(~ctual.

Bes tor is•

therefore, implicitly arguing £or the creation by American
public schools of' intellectuals, nn end never conceived of by
either the public or the :founders of our educational system.

CHAPTER VII
A DISCUSSION OF THE ENSUING
CONTROVERSY AND CRITICISM
Of Bestor's two books, the first, Educational Wastelands,
created the largest outcry of protest and criticism.

His

second work, The Restoration of Learning, was largely an expansion and defense of his first book.

The launching of Sputnik

less than a calendar year after the release of his second book
turned his critics to more serious defenses of their progressiv
education policies.
With the launching of Sputnik by the Russians came the
launching of severe and popular criticism on the school for
allowing the Russians their coup.

This criticism claimed

American education had failed in several areas.

It was claimed

the Russians were producing more and better mathematicians and
scientists.

That progressive education and life-adjustment pro

grams produced students unacceptable to the business and professional world was also claimed.

A great stress was embodied

in these criticisms for programs for the gifted student.
Jennings states that immediately after Sputnik:
all 0£ the criticisms, all of the complaints, all 0£ the warnings, all 0£

Frank

the parochial angers and frustrations
focused on the schools.I 6 9
In the three years between his publishings, Bestor was
assailed by his fellow faculty members, primarily in the College
of Education at the University of Illinois, and by prominent
educators at every level.
on several major areas.

The criticism and controversy rested
Among the main faults of Bestor

according to his critics was his misrepresentation of basic
evidence, his un-academic use of rhetoric, his unwarranted conclusions, and his total misunderstanding of the thinking
process.
It should be noted, however, that all of his major critics
recognized problems in the schools.

None were ready to claim

the American educational system was perfect, or even without
fault.

The question, said his critics, was one of degree, and

primarily, of area.

Gordon Keith Chalmers writing in the

.!.!.!!:.

Republic states:
Dr. Bestor has performed admirably the long
job of £act-£inding and criticism necessary
to confirm the impression 0£ a host of dedicated teachers at school and college that
despite almost universal good will in the
school system, the governing principles are
largely third rate.170

16 9Frank .Jennings, "It Didn't Start With Sputnik," Saturda'
Review, XIV (September 16, 1967), 77-79.
l70Gordon Keith Chalmers, "Where Today's EQucation Falls
Short," The New Republic, XII (October 10, 195.5}, 18-19.
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Harold

c.

Hand, a prof'essor of' education at the University

of' Illinois, was among the chief' critics of' Bestor.

Hand wrote

a lengthy (49 page) article examining the evidence Bestor uses
and accusing him of' misrepresentation of' basic evidence and
unwarranted conclusions.

Hand deals only with the literary

technique, research, and documentation employed by Bestor.
Hand claims that when a learned scholar authors a book to be
published by a university press, certain assumptions are made.
It is assumed the book will be scholarly, not polemical, the
documentation will be competent in respect to coverage or
balance, that there will not be "stacking of' the cards" by presenting only those among the pertinent items of' evidence which
support the author's position or thesis, and that there will be
no suppression or distortion of' pertinent evidence f'or this or
any other purpose. 171
Hand painstakingly examines all these assumptions regardin
Bestor's work and proves them f'alse.

He reprints large section

oC Bestor's source material, primarily pamphlets £rom the
Illinois Curriculum Program.

Hand successCully documents

Bestor's selective quotations to prove them misrepresentative
and distorting.

Hand states:

••• he (Bestor) permitted himself' to ignore
signif'icant bodies oC pertinent context oC
1 71 Harold C. Hand, "A Scholar's Documents," Educational
Theory, IV (January, 1954), 27-48, 53.

which he was presumably aware, to draw inferences which the ignored contextual evidence either flatly contradicts or renders
absurd, to withhold other significant evidence destructive of his charges, to offer
inferences, based on irrelevant data, to
conclude contrary to the preponderence of
the available evidence, to misrepresent
grossly the situation on which he based
numerous of his negative criticisms, to
torture secondary source materials while
ignoring the equally available primary
source, and to distort evidence on which
he drew to make it suit his purposes.172
William Clark Trow, Professor of Education at the University of Michigan, is critical of Bestor for his extended use of
value judgements, and constant equivocations of meanings.
Trow's major critical article appearing in Educational

Theor~

and entitled "Academic Utopia?" documents his charges.

Trow

says:
What he can do with meaning, particularly
by slipping unobtrusively xrom one to another while holding on to the same word
must be seen to be believed, and personal
value judgments are made on every page with
vigor and assurance •••• the reader runs constantly into such loaded value words as
trivia, preposterous, inanity, nonsense,
monstrosity, charlatan •••• which make the
writer's position clear, though an impassioned
self-involvement that in general is less
characteristic of scholarly writing than ox
campaign oratory.173
1 7 2 Harold

c. Hand, "A Scholar's Documents," Educational
Theor%, IV (January, 1954) 1 27-48, 53.
l73William Clark Trow, "Academic Utopia?" Educational
Theory, IV (January, 1954), 16-26.
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Discussing Bestor's constant equivocation of meanings,
Trow goes on to point out a specific and typical example:

We read that "professional educationists
seem to prefer aptitude tests to examinations which show how much a student knows
and what he is capable of doing with his
knowleJge. But a college needs students
who are not merely apt but well trained."
•••• But the author's propensity for belittling what he does not like le~ds him,
by tho use of the word "merely," to shift
:from the basic meaning ot: "apt," which is
fitness or attainment and hence, inherent
predisposition, as it is understood in
the term ttaptitude test" to imply a superficial adeptness or adroitness. This
example would hardly be worth noting were
this rhetorical mannerism not so frequently
encountered.174
Bestor•s conception, or misconception, of the thinking
process was a major point among his critics.

Almost without

exception all of his critics attacked him on this point.

Most

eloquent on this point was William Clark Trow.
Having discussed Bestor•s outline 0£ thinking, found on
pages 54-55 0£ Educational Wastelands• Trow states:
One (drawback) lies in the nature of the
learning process and the nature of the
thought structuring, another in the question ot: predictability.
IC Professor
Bestor's ideal plan were literally followed,
no one would be ready to solve a problem until he is at least through college.175

l7 4Ibid.

-

l75Ibid.
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Trow also claims Bestor's thinking process based on the
disciplines "is largely based on the now discredited :faculty
psychology." 1 76

It is mandatory to point out that f'aculty

psychology when practiced under optimum conditions may well be
worthwhile.

But the school setting is generally recognized not

to be the optimum setting, at least as they exist today.

The

question is still under debate.
There are three general areas in which Bestor is highly
criticized by his critics.

·These three areas are his re:forms,

intellectual disciplines, and li1e-adjustment.
Ernest

o.

Melby, in "where and What are the Educational

Wastelands 11 l77 severely criticizes liestor on his concepts of'
intellectual disciplines and life-adjustment.

Melby contends

the problems involved in f'inding ways to train "all of' the
children of' all of' the people" who previously dropped out of'
school or failed under the older methods espoused by Bestor led
to what Bestor ridicules as the "lif'e-adjustment" movement.
Melby further contends "an education which primarily trains the
mind too of'ten becomes one that trains only the mind."
Arthur F. Corey, writing in National

~arent

178

Teacher maga-

zine agrees with William Clark Trow regarding intellectual

l?7Ernest Melby, "What and hbere are the Educational Waste
lands•" School and Societx, LXXXIII (March 3, 1956), 71-75.

l?Slbid.t P• 73.
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disciplines and Bestor's style as a whole.

One 0£ Corey's

opening statements re£orring to Bestor is also his introduction
to his denouncement oC Bestor's theories on intellectual disciplines.

Corey states:
••• the fact that Dr. Bestor is a competent
historian and yet quite unfamiliur with
modern child psychology and development emphasizes that a person can attain intellectual competence in one area of' hwnan experience without qualifying a~ ~ di~penser of
intellectual manna in all areas.179

The stress and purpose of Bestor's intellectual discipline
is to place value on the process of learning• not the product.
Contemporary psychology, however, has taught us the learning
process takes place as the mind works on a useful task.

Corey

maintains the thinking process and the product of that thinking
process are both valuable goals Cor education and that Bestor
ignores the latter.
Corey maintains Bestor's reliance on precedent and past
solutions as a major error on Bestor's part.

Corey states:

When a person puts heavy emphasis on the
past, he tends to assume that new problems
may best be solved by time-tested methods
and to resist any suggestion that the new
problems require new answers ••• we should
recognize that the problem of providing
mass secondary education for virtually all

l79Arthur F. Corey, "Dr. Bestor's Wastelands," National
Parent Teacher, XXXXIX (October, 1954). 29-32.
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the people in a free society has no precedent
in history. It is a gew problem, and it will
require new answers.I 0
William Clark Trow is perhaps the most articulate of
Bestor's critics.

Trow has been previously quoted in this

chapter regarding intellectual disciplines.

He also maintains

that Beetor's reforms and recommendations are fundamentally wea
because they have already been tried and :found wanting.

181

Bestor's reforms embody a single educational ladder which was
set up in nineteenth century America to replace multi-tracked
European education, and later dropped.

182

Bestor attempted to answer most of his critics in journal
articles and speeches.

Finally in 1956 he authored a revised

and enlarged edition 0£

~ducational

Restoration of Learning.

Wastelands, entitled!!!.!.

In this work he devoted several

chapters to answering his critics.

The controversy was soon

superceded by Sputnik, however, and Destor, having made his
charges, dropped out of the critical educational literary scene

180 corey, "Dr. Bestor's Wastelands," 2,e• E.ll•
181
182

Trow, "Academic Utopias," .!?J?•
Ibid., 23.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Part I:

Summary

Arthur Bestor is an educational essentialist.

His main

thesis has been that the purpose of the school is to teach bow
to think, and that this

pur~ose

can best be accomplished througt

the study of fwidamental intellectual disciplines.

His entire

position can be summed as one which seeks to instill intellectual disciplines as the chief curriculum of the public school.
Bestor discusses several areas of American education, each
of which is directly related to intellectual disciplines.
Teacher training is incorrect because it emphasizes pedagogical
courses.

l'rogressive education and the life-adjustment move-

ment have reduced the importance and appearance of intellectual
disciplines in the schools.

There exists an interlocking di-

recotrate of professional educators which controls teacher
training and the school curriculum.

This directorate is anti-

intellectual in nature and seeks to keep intellectual disciplines out oC teacher training programs.
Bestor justifies intellectual disciplines on three premises.

He holus they are structured ways or methods of
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thinking and hence can be used to teach how to think.
also

per~ectly

They are

compatible with democracy because they constitutE

the liberal education which makes men intellectually £ree.
Every man should be trained in the fundamental disciplines to
give him the po,,·er necessary to meet and surmount his problems.
In his desire to have intellectual disciplines become the
mainstay of the public school curriculum Bestor has proposed a
statute to that effect.

He also suggests the interlocking

directorate of professional educators bo dissolved by liberal
arts pro:fessors reaffi1·ming their rights and duties in determining college curriculum.

According to Bestort i£ the

scholarly world will but unite against professional educators,
they can regain control of courses and curriculum.
Throughout this thesis it has been contended that Bestor's
attempt to establish by precedent and personal testimony that
intellectual disciplines are the only means to thinking has
been based on selective and/or irrelevent evidence.

That his

premises about thinking are grossly mistaken has also been
held.

It has also been contended that Bestor has idealized

democracy and further, that his intellectual fervor has biased
him against the pos:.:.ibility that "disciplined" intelligence
may not be the mainstay of practical American life.
Part 11:

Conclusion

There is no contention, im1)lied or explicit, in this
thesis that American education is perfect.

It is readily
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conceded that there are many areas which drastically need
improvement.

Bestor has made some valid points in his writings.

One value o:f his writings is that they serve to draw attention,

criticism, and discussion to education.
Bestor's position has often been extreme and polemical.
He writes with passion and fervor about a subject he obviously
:feels deeply about.

Hias

attack~

and criticism were of'ten un-

founded and many of his basic premises either incorrect or
stated so extremely as to negate their validity.

A mQjor point he makes is in regard to the lack o:f aim
or direction in American education.

He intends to supply that

direction in the :form o:f intellectual disciplines.

It appears

painf'ully true that a present workable }lhilosophy of' education
is lacking and terribly needed.

There needs to be a great deal

of' thinking, proposing, and testing in thif:i area..

Unf'ortuna te-

ly, it also appears obvious that Destor's well-intentioned
plans will simply not meet modern criteria.
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